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as watchmen' for
student government

People help in
hard times
Mary people are
turning to nonprofit
organizations, like food

By Andy Ouritl

pantries, in these hard
-

rter
When the Greek philosophei
Plato questioned Socrates' ideal
republic, his goal was to insure
morality slaved true to govern
mem. and corruption would not
take place. Plain asked, "Who
watches the watchmen?"
Today, Plato's theories siill
resonate with students at the
University—especially members
of the newly formed Coalition foi
USG Reform.
I he Coalition, which has over
inn members in iis Facebook
group, was founded bj students

economic times
| Page 5

Moral hand-inhand with
religious views
Columnist Joel Berry
discusses human
morals and how they
are an imitation of
God's nature and God
himself | Page 4

RALLY BASICS
WHAT A Jtrol Center rally
WHO '
ilition (or USG
Reform
WHEN
today
WHERE
Free Speech
Zone in front of the Union
WHY TheCoalitioi
attempting to get the Stroh
Center issue put to a studentwide vote If they get
1.000 signatures on their referendum concerning the center.
it will be passed, and student's
will have the option to cast thier
ballots on the issue.

who fell powerless when il c .line

to taking part in critical decisions
Involving the Undergraduate
Student Government.

You don't need
religion to be a
moral person
Columnist Josh

classroom new trie

Whetherholt
discusses whether or
not a person needs

By Mitt Schoelcraft
Reporter

to be feligious to be a
moral person | Page 4

Search for lost
men halted
After days of searching, rescuers looking
for three men lost at
•

The group lormed due to the
outrage many students felt when
the) learned in lehruarv thai

sea have stopped their
search for the missing
men | Page 9

Ohio to pay for
veteran bonuses
Governor Strickland
is expected to sign a
bill that will pay for

The College of Business Administration is
addressing the need for new technologies
with the construction of "The Classroom of
the Future."
Assistant Dean for Information
Technology Services Dr. Inge Klopping
was one of the administrators to push for
the new and improved classrooms, which
will be structured to enhance group work
through spread-out seating.
Five years ago, Klopping and other
administrators saw a need for enhancing
the classroom experience by bringing in
new technology.
"The Classroom of the Future" was finally put into action this past August, when the
University started the planning process for
the renovation.
Construction started in January, with
hopes of hav!: - ,v
\-iject completed in
time for the summer session.

"We do a lot of thing* with
groups, and that kind dif clus
so this will facilitate our abll
Klopping said "It will give
control over their work."
Four different projecdFaflEihs will also
he situated in the classrooms, so students
will be able to view the material from al
different angles. Whiteboards will also he
placed all along the hack wall, providing
space for groups to gathAdeas.
"The room is quite VMMtile: you can do
can do theater
cluster group work
excited about
style," Klopping sal
s going with the
the flexibility and
on to allow
curriculum and
learning, to
students to take com
and there is
allow them to work a
do outside
a lot of technology t
of class."
with State
The CBA has
ars, trying to
Legislature for
SeeCUSSMOM|Pa<,e?

bonuses for veterans
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

by selling bonds
| Page 10

Women rank in
the top 25
The women's
basketball team looks
for two more wins to
finish up the MAC
season I

Faculty Senate reviews budget proposa
By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

At yesterday's University
Faculty Senate meeting, financial numbers were thrown
left and right as members discussed GOT. Ted Strickland's
Executive Budget Proposal for
Higher Education
The budget, which will be
implemented for fiscal years
2010 and 2011, will have the
largest effect on the University
and its students.

There will be a 6 percent
increase in State Share of
Instruction, which determines
the measure of incomeforOhio
institutions. A tuition freeze
for fiscal year 2010. which will
apply to all Ohio universities
and their regional campuses,
will also occur. Associate Vice
President of Governmental
Affairs Sandra MacNevin said.
However, a change will be
seen in fiscal year2011 for Ohio
university main campuses and
regional campuses.

For main campuses in fiscal year 2011, there will be a II
percent increase in Stale Share
of instruction and a voluntary
tuition cap. Hie voluntary
tuition cap calls for public Ohio
universities to instate the cap
after a 3.5 percent increase.
Regional campuses will also
have a .8 percent State Share of
Instruction increase, but will
havea tuition freeze nsopposed

future students will have to pa)
a Stiii semester fee to help fund
S2:ii million of the s II million
total cost for the Si roh Center.
I oundei of the Coalition Sti ve
(nine said the organization was
necessar) in order to gel stu
dents heard and to make deci
sions based on a majorit) of the
student bod)
instead ol letting
L'l people make ,i decision for

over 17,000 undergraduate stu
dents, which is what happened

on Feb. 23 when iMi voted on
the! enter.

"Our goal is to keep list, as
ethical and ideal of an institution as it can be," Currie said, "All
students have opinions, hut we
want the students to have a Sa)
in what goes on and correct the
misguided concept ofUSG'svote
on Stroll."

Currie.alongwiththeCoalition,
do not have a stance one way oi
the other about theStroh ( enter,
bin the group wants demrx rai
to be upheld. By offering students a vote, they can he- better
Informed on University politics
and can have a say in important
decisions like the Sttoh < enter,
Currie said.
Senator

ol

Internal

Affairs

Committee ('hair hen Almeida
said he fell he got an accurate
representation of the Students he
represents by asking around ion
people what their thoughts on
theStroh Center were.
But some students feel 100
people may not be a good enough
representation when it comes to
decisions like theStroh issue
"I feel its a gross representation of student opinion," coalition member |oe I dens said.
While Edens does not question

the faithfulness ol individual
senators, he said he feels list,
as a whole is not serving the students.
According to I dens students
are not involved with the govern
menl because the main source
lor USG — their Web site — tells
students nothing. ( intently, the
is.ues section ol listI's official
Web site is empr. and is in the

process ol being updated.
"Students might be involved il
the) knew what USGwasadvei
tisii g I dens said
Student Dominic Wells, who is
a newel ineilihei ol lliel iialition.
said he is proud to be with a
group committed to the students
who will make sine llieii voices
gel heard

I can guarantee me and tin
members ol the coalition will
hold up then end un talking to
then constituency, informing
people about the -sue- going on
and when it cnines m something
.is major as the Stroh center, I
believe nn ( oalition members
and I will do the right thing,"
ition will also work tu
support USG members bj
paigning to get into the organization themselves,
I he ( oalition has ai least si\
members vying foi seals in the
senate next year, including Wells,
who with the help ol the group.

will try to be the best senatoi he
cm be b) keeping student - ide
,il- in mind and communicating with the students he would
represent.
Wells, along with the rest ol the
( oalition. will do their part to

inform the students about Stroh
(Center issues by In ildinga pi i itest
toda) ai 12:20 p.m in from ol the
I ree Speech /one
COALITION

See SENATE; Page 2

Top Chef leaves judges with garlic breath
Do you have to be
religious to be moral?

AMANDA STERLING
Alumna. Theater
"No. because I believe
there are people that
hold religion in a high
regard who don't treat
people very well.
| Page 4

k

By Matt Schoolcr.ift
Reporter

St udents gat hered at t he Union
last night for "Battle Garlic,"
where four groups of students
competed for the title of "BG's
Top Chef."
Adrien Sharp, who was
one of Ihe Food Networks 11
finalists on "The Next Food
Network Star," started off the
event showing quick and easy
ways to make meals using only
the tools common to a college
dorm room.
Despite a string of technical
difficulties. Sharp maintained
his composure and kept the
crowd laughing while throw-

"All the groups
arrived here an hour
early and we all had
to go to [Commons]."
Megan Svat | Junior

ing out useful cooking tips
and food facts.
Next up were the BG chefs,
who set up their stations while
Sharp gave them advice on
how to best use their secret
ingredients.
With the help of the
Universities
Activities
Organization, the contestants

were given money to gel supplies for their dish.
Megan Svat. a junior marketing student and member
of UAO, helped the teams prepare lor the competition.
"All the groups arrived here
an hour early and we all had
to go to [Commons Market
Placcl," Svat said. The) K111
S100 to spend.
By the time the cooking started, it was no secret
to anyone in a 5-mile radius
what the secret ingredient was
— garlic.
The winning dish, titled

H«HEIRADWANSKI

Pedestrian struck by vehicle
EMERGENCY: ?oltceofke»s. pcit

See CHEF | Page 2

The pedestrian was hit by a vehicle or Me ->

front of I

Information on the undent will be update.:

'.tillable

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Best Selection of

Houses & Apartments
^

445EWoosterSt.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS!

419-352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

WWW BGVIEWSCOM
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SENATE

BLOTTER

From Page 1

TUESDAY. MARCH. 3
2:32 A.M.
Timothy Kreilick. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence.
2:32 A.M.
Valerie Carey. 32. of Bowling Green,
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence and open contamer m a motor vehicle.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTIONS
In a front page article in yesterdays
BG News, an Undergraduate Student
Government senator was incorrectly
named
The senator's name is Jon Dinan.

to a tuition cap, MacNevin said.
Under the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act through
the Federal Stimulus Bill. Ohio
will be receiving SI.5 billion
for Ohio education for fiscal
years 2010 and 2011 — which
includes both K-12 and higher
education.
While K-12 will be receiving
a good portion of the money,
25 percent of it will be used for
higher education to supplement
its current deficits, MacNevin
said.
While the allocated money will
be filling in the financial gap
for higher education, there is a
concern for the future beyond
fiscal year 2011.
"There is a great concern of
the use of these one time funds
to gap the budget," MacNevin
said. "The future is uncharted
territory, but in context, higher
education has done really well
with this budget plan."

Visit us online at
www. bgviewscom

Also under Gov. Strickland's
proposal is the restructuring of
Ohio's need-bawd financial aid
system.
Students must now fill
out their l-'rce Application for
Federal Student Aid to be eligible for the Pell Grant, whereas
in the past, studentscould apply
for the Pell Grant without having to fill out the FAFSA form,
MacNevin said.
Aside from the University's
and state's financial business,
President Carol Cartwright
touched on the search for a new
provost.
"I am disappointed my
aggressive time table for the
search is unrealistic," she said,
"But, we do need to take the
appropriate time to find the
right fit."
On-campus
interviews
will not take place until after
May commencement, but
Cartwright is encouraging
interviews by other means of
technology until then to have a
better perspective on possible
candidates.

CLASSROOM
From Page 1
obtain a grant to fund the project.
Hob Wadd le, t he assistant vice
president for Capital Planning,
summed up the total cost of the
project as $405,000.
"Well, $285,000 of it was state
funding, then $120,000 of it was
university funding," Waddle
said.
Waddle has been a part of the
process since the beginning.
"Its been something that's
certainly been in the works

The Stroh Center was also
briefly mentioned by associate geography professor
Art Samel during the update
on Undergraduate Student
Government.
"Why aren't students able to
vote on the Stroh Center when
last year they had the opportunity to vole on the shuttle fee?"
he asked.
USG Senator Enoch Wu said
he thought a vote for the center in April would be irresponsible on USG's part because the
members of IISG have not been
able to reach all 16,000 students
to explain the pros and cons of
the center.
Afterwards, Samel was still
confused as to why the two fees
were treated differently, with
Cartwright chiming in.
"I think it is the use of the fee,
and not the size." she said.
The discussion was left at
that until the next faculty senate meeting, where Cartwright
encouraged the USG representatives to have a prepared
answer to Samel's question.
quite awhile,'' Waddle said.
However, not everyone is
excited about the new project,
or the money the University is
putting towards the new classrooms.
HGSU Senior Scott Huchman,
a Business Administration
major, does not see the need for
the renovation.
"I feel like I can effectively
work in groups without all of
this new stuff," Buchman said.
"Would it be nice? Yeah, but is
that where I think the University
should be putting our money?
No, not until they take care of
other problems first."

COALITION
From Page 1

The main purpose of the
protest will be to get the right
to vote on the Stroh Center
by trying to enact a clause in
USG's constitution.
According
to
Article
VII, Section 2 of the USG
Constitution, if the Senate
takes any formal action, like
a vote in favor or against the
Stroh Center, their resolution
can be put to a vote by the student body if certain requirements are met.
First, a petition must have
signatures from at least five
percent of the entire student
body. The Coalition is planning on acquiring 1,000 signatures by the end of the week.
Then the issue will go on a
ballot and within 15 academic
days, the students will be able
to vote on the issue. The vote
will count only if 10 percent of
the student body participates
in the election. Majority rule
will he in effect and the students will decide whether or
not they want to pay the fee or
get funds from a private investor or University money.
And though the Coalition
and USG may not see eye-toeye on campus issues, there
are USG senators who still
agree with the idea of 'watchmen.'
Senator Andrew Doepping
does not think a Coalition is
necessary, but said it is good to
have students actively involved
in politics on campus.
"I'm completely in support of
the Coalition," Doepping said.
Former Senate Speaker
lercmy Lehman said during

his time involved with USG, all
students were represented well
and USG had the best intentions in mind.
"We did out best to represent students the best way we
know how," Lehman said. "I
wouldn't fault any senator for
being lazy at all."
One of the biggest controversies of the Stroh Center had
to do with 19 senators not voting on the issue.
Doepping said it was not
because the absent senators did not want to vote, but
because they could not vote
because the 19 of them did
not go to their required office
hours.
"I was disappointed the senators didn't show up for something that was so major leven if
they couldn't vote]," Wellssaid.
"Personally, its none of my
business where they were and
how they weren't there (bull its
not upholding their bargain as
an elected official.''
And even though the
Coalition was formed due to
issues surrounding the Stroh
Center, the new arena is not the
main purpose of the group.
The Coalition plans on
increasing USG transparency by improving the faithful
representation of constituencies while informing students
about all issues related to USG,
including elections and policies.
"The Stroh was a uniting
issue to start the coalition
itself. This is an evolving process," Currie said. "The group
plans to continue on with USG
candidates and to make sure
the USG election involves voters to be as informed as possible on all candidates."

Available for 2009-2010
PETS ALLOWED
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE

with a S300.00 nonrelundable pet

Ma, 16,2M8 to August 8MB

deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street

EFFICIENCIES

825 Third Street

451THURSTIN AVENUE

802 Sixth Street

tcmullie siren from NMNK

831 Seventh Street

^HisheC efficiency apartments with full bath

640 Eighth Street

Assigned parting and laundry in the budding
One Person Occupancy Only.

!»

841 Eighth Street

**

725 Ninth Street

One Year -070.00 per morrt

733,755, T77 Manville

School Vear - S396.00 per month

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E.REED STREET- At Thurstm.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

fw QrUnljrr One Bdrm. One Bath
One tear - One Person ■ WOO CO per month

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath

One Vear - Two People - £39600 per month
School Vear - One Person - S4S60O per month.

One Year • Two People • S*B 00 per month
School Year • One Person • 890.00 per month.

School Year • Two People • SWO DO per month

School Year ■ Two People • SH0.0O per month

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn Or Unturn One Bdrm. One Bath

Furn Or Unfum. One Bdrm, One Bath

One tear ■ One Person ■ 8800 per month

One Year - One Person • 885 CO per month

One tear - Two People ■ 89500 per month.

One Year - Two People - S4I5.0O per month

School Year • One Person • SWJ DO per month.
School Year - Two People - $465.00 per month

School Year ■ One Person • S4I5.00 per month

825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn 0' Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath

Fum 0' Unturn One Bdrm. One Bath

One Year ■ One Person • $110.00 per month.

One Year - One Person • SOT 00 pei month

One Year • Two People • SHOW per month
School Year ■ One Person • S46S.00 per month.

One Year ■ Two People - 5*10.00 per month.
School Year ■ One Person ■ $435 CO per month.

School Year ■ Two People • $49500 per monrji

School Year ■ Two People ■ SttStO per month

One Year - One Person • S38 00 per month

School Yea' ■ Two People ■ $48500 per month

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

- ~^~' ' "" .£££

505 CLOUGH STREET Behind Kinko's

521 E. MERRY-Near Offenhauer

Fum 0' Mm. One Bath & Extra Vanity.

Furn. Or Unfurn Two Bdrm, One Bath

Ore Year - One Person ■ SI30 00 pel month.

One Year ■ One Person • $45500 per month.

One Year - Two People - S530 00 pel month

One Year - Two People - $565.00 pe' month.

School Year - One Person - S60000 per month

School Yeai • One Pason • $54500 per month

School Yeai • Two People ■ S630 CO per month

School Yeai • Two People • $665.00 per month

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn Or Unturn Two BoVm. One Bath.

Furn. Or Unturn. Two bedrooms, 1.5 Bath

One Yeai - One Person ■ $410.00 per month.

One Year • One Person • W0 00 per month

One Yeai • Two People • $430.00 per month.
School Year • One Person - $460 00 pei month.

One Year • Two People - $49000 per month
School Year > One Person • $500.00 per month

School Yeai ■ Two People • $590 00 pei month.

School Yea' ■ Two People • $590.00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Fum. Or Unturn One Bath YV/ Vanity in Bdims.

Fum Of Unhjfn. Two full baths

One Year • One Person ■ $420.00 per month

One Year ■ One Person ■ $49000 pet month.

One Year - Two People - $620.00 per month.

One Year - Two People - $54000 pef month.

School Yeai ■ One Person - $43000 pei month

School Year ■ One Person - $55000 per month

School Year - Two People • $620.00 per month.

School Year • Two People - $650 00 per month

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET-Fes Alowd

Fum Or Unturn One Bath S Hall Vanity.
One Year - One Person ■ $41500 per month

One Year ■ One Parson ■ $430.00 per month.

One Year • Two People • S*75 00 per month

School Year - One Person - $490.00 per month

School Year • One Person ■ $465.00 per month.
School Yeai • Two Peope ■ $565.00 per month.

School Year - Two People - $565 00 per month

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Fum. Or Unfum One Bath, hall vanity.

Unfurnished. 15 baths, dishwasher
One Year - One Person • $430 00 per month
One Year • Two People - $530 00 per month
School Year -One Person • $495.00 per month
School Year • Two People ■ $630.00 per month

School Yeai • Two People • $5800 per month

BftOOHMOTT I THtOONEWS
LEARNING FROM A PRO: Top Chef Adran Sharp jokes with freshman Nicky Mordarski. junior Adam Zavell and senior Michael Lambert, while cooling in the Fakons Nest during the contest

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWN HOUSES

Fum Oi Unlum. One Bath S Hall Vanity
One Year ■ Two People • $490.00 per month

2 Bedroom
Townhouses

3 Bedroom
Townhouses

• Deposit Special $400

■ Deposit Special $500

■ Furnished

1

• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

i 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

• Full basement

■ Full basement

One Year • One Person ■ $415.00 per month.

• Air conditioned

One Yeai - Two People ■ $47500 per month.

■ Washer/Dryer

• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer

School Yeai • One Person - $46500 pel month.

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• Microwave

• Microwave

• Plenty of Parking

■ Plenty of Parking

• Dishwasher

• Dishwasher

• Garbage Disposal

• Garbage Disposal

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

TOPCHEF
From Page 1
"Making love, Italian style," was
created by a group of male students from Alpha Tau Omega,
who claimed they had no idea
what to make at first.
But their improvisational dish
won over the four judges' taste
buds, giving them a unanimous
victory.
Ben Wesley, a freshman
Telecommunications major,
stepped up as the spokesman

for the group, vowing to defend
their title.
"We'll be back next year,"
Wesley said.
Sharp shared the enthusiasm
and ensured the audience that
he enjoyed the BG experience.
"You have a great campus,"
Sharp said. "1 was at Miami
of Ohio and it's okay, but this
blows it out of the water."

^>

AT BGVIEWS.COM: Go to BGVews
com to watch our video coverage of 8G's
Top Chef

Furnished

;Mpratatyi2 Weeks
FREE
Tanning

Visit our website at www.johnnewloverealestate.com

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 6:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00

• 242

1/2

S. Main St.

Now Offering Free Internet
(419)352-0717

1

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

841-5055 .
8(6-8655

1

• One Bedroom Apartments
Above Law Office
• Quiet Living
*-

CAMPUS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

ENTERTAINING THE CROWD

non|

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events ui*n fiom evenftbgutedu

8 am - 9 pm
Exhibit #10: "Trans
Art: Visions of Gender
Diversity"

Wednesday. Math 4.2009 3

organizations thrive

Union Gallery Space

despite economy

12:30 - 2 p.m.
Talk on Medieval Childbirth
Rites
Shatiel Hall 101

By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

"If they can't give back
financially they're thinking
maybe they can give back
As the economy continues to* some of their time," she said.
Diefenthaler said one of
worsen, more and more peothe reasons the Red Cross is
ple are looking for help, and
many of them are turning to doing okay is because they
focus on emergency needs.
nonprofit organizations.
She said people have less
Shirley Woessner, director of the BG Christian Eood money to give and they are
Pantry said last lanuary the directing it toward the most
Pantry gave away food to 190 urgent causes. Other agencies
people. This lanuary they that focus on less immediate
helped .170 people, an almost problems might not be doing
so well, she said.
200 percent increase.
The pantry is not running
Jamie Fairbanks, assistant
out of food, though. While shelter manager for the Wood
more people are looking for County Humane Society,
said his is one
food,
more
people
are
of the orga"Even
if
we
can't
also
giving
nizations not
doing so well.
it. Woessner
give
as
much
at
He said donasaid the I'ood
Pantryhasseen |east We're there for tions to the
humane socian
increase
ety arc comin both volpeople."
ing in smaller
unteers and
Shirley Woessne' I Director
donations this
amounts and
there are also
year.
"People do food drives a lot fewer volunteers because
over the holidays and after more and more people are
the holidays they usually trying to get second jobs.
Fairbanks said he has no
let up," she said. "Well, they
didn't this year. People arc- idea what's going to happen
just very giving. They dig into in the future, but for right now
their pockets and into their the Humane Society is just
hearts."
trying to handle the money
Woessner said the Eood they do have more carefully.
"We'retryingtoreallywatch
Pantry has been around
how we use our resources," he
for 25 years and, even with
the economic struggles, she said. "Everything we buy we
thinks they will be around for try to be really careful about
at least another 25. She said
how it's allocated."
However, whether they're
if the situation continues to
get worse they might have to doing well or just barely
adapt their giving policy, but hanging on, Bill Thompson,
they will still be there to give pastor of the United Christian
Fellowship, said all nonprofit
something.
"Even if we can't give as organizations have one thing
much at least we're there for in common; their situation is
people," she said. "We can going to get worse.
"Think is not even the propgive them a little bit even if we
get down to the bare neces- er word." Thompson said. "I
know. We're just starting to
sities."
see the problems."
Chris Dicfenthaler, direcThomson said most nontor of the Wood County Red
Cross District, said the Red profit organizations liave
Cross is also holding its own.
already raised their money
"I think in these times peo- for the next year or two, so
ple are really kind of digging they will be ok for a while, but
deeper, knowing that a lot of the real effects of the financial crisis will come when that
people are in need," she said.
Dicfenthaler said along money runs out.
"The foundations just aren't
with monetary donations, the
Red Cross is also seeing more going to have any money to
give out," he said.
volunteers than usual.

8 pm '
Concert Band Performance:
University Band & Wind
Symphony
Kobacker Hall
9 pm

Italian Club Meeting
Education IIS

University
educates on
sexual assault
By Tristan N.ivcr.1
IhePoil

Incoming freshmen may have
an additional program on (heir
plate next year before they even
step on campus.
An Ohio University task force
on sexual assault is seeking a
federal grant for an advocacy
program that would force the
university to require a more
comprehensive mandatory education program for incoming
students.
"Sexual assault isa major problem on campus," said Susanne
Dietzel, director of the Women's
Center. The problem is especially difficult to manage because
it often goes unreportcd, she
added.
The taskforce is currently looking to start an online education
program much like AlcoholEdu.
The program would replace
SexualAssaultEdu, a short program within AlcoholEdu. and
would take students about an
hour to complete.
"The majority of cases we're
seeing, perpetrators do not know
what qualifies as sexual assault,"
said Amanda Childress, assistant
director of Health Promotion for
Sexual Assault Risk Reduction.
People who commit sexual
assault often do not realize they
didn't have consent, Childress
said, adding that alcohol is usually a factor in these cases. The
program is designed to educate
males and females on what constitutes assault.
The education program, along
with the advocacy program,
would be fully funded by a threeyear, renewable $300,000 grant.
The advocacy program would
work in conjunction with other
groups on campus to provide
services to victims immediately
after a crisis, such as medical,
legal and counseling services.
The education program probably would not be mandatory
until summer of 2011, as the
school must secure the grant and
begin the hiring process for the
advocacy program director.

Visit us online at
wvw.bgviewscom

RACHEL RADWANSKI

PERFORMING: Corev Brelh croons in The Black Swamp Pub during the Unplugged series held on Tuesday nights

Chemists develop robot capable
of interacting with genetic code
By Max Bvhrman
Washington Square News
forget R2-U2 and C-3TO — NYU
researchers have developed an
entirely different and exciting
kind of robot.
After years of research, a team
of chemists from NYU and
China's Nanjing University has
created a two-armed nanorobot with the ability to alter and
exchange pieces of genetic code.
The catch? Their device has to
be small enough to work on a
molecular scale.
Built from UNA, the new
nanorobot measures approximately 150 x 50 x 8 nanometers.
And that's tiny: a nanometer is a
billionth of a meter.
With this device, size really
does matter; while one array of
molecules that the device studies measures out to be 120 x 50
square nanometers, llongzhou

Gu, a fifth-year chemistry graduate student, said that one of
the researchers' goals is to create
larger arrays accessible to the
device.
" IIwe can get the array bigger."
Gu said, "that means more arms
on the array and more information we can store."
Gu said technology tends
to follow a top-down method,
meaning products continuously get smaller and smaller.
However, their group utilizes a
bottom up method, attempting
to make their arrays larger.
According to Ned Secman,
an NYU chemistry professor
involved in the research, nanotechnology such as this provides "the capability of putting
what you want where you want
it when you want it there, and all
on the nanometer scale."
That manipulation of molecules therefore facilitates the

conception of new UNA structures, allowing for the manufacturing of never-before-seen
synthetic materials.
Computer processors and
circuitry can also benefit from
improvements in nanotcchnology. Nanomachines inside
computers could allow for more
binary states, allowing for double
the current computing speed.
The new device's arms, which
resemble two holes with a space
between them, reside within an
origami-like rectangular array.
The arms, called cassettes. BUN e
different pieces of information;
while UNA has previously filled
that niche, other species such
as proteins and chemical components could theoretically be
placed in the arms.
Ilao Van, one researcher who
worked in the NYU lab. said
using the arms in a "controllable

fashion" is a breakthrough
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• The contest will consist of a relay race where two of the team members imisi eat their entire
hurrito in the shortest amount of time. The first team to finish will be the winner o) that round
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to a tuition cap, MacNevinsaid.
Under the American Recovery
and Reinvestmem Act through
the Federal Stimulus Hill. Ohio
will be receiving $1.5 billion
leu ohm education for fiscal
years 2010 and 2011 - which
includes both K 12 and highei
education.
while K-12 will be receiving
a good portion of the money,
25 percent ol ii will be used for
higher education to supplement
iis current deficits, MacNevin
said.
While the allocated money will
he tilling in the financial gap
for higher education, there is a
concern for the future beyond
fiscal year 2011.
' I here is a great concern ol
the use of these one time funds
in gap the budget," MacNevin
said. "The future is uncharted
territory, but in context, highei
education has done really well
with this budget plan."

\Kn undei Gov, Strickland's
proposal is the restructuring ol
Ohio's need-based financial aid
system.
Students must now till
DIII their Free Vpplication for
Federal Student Aid to be eligible tin tl»' Pell Grant, whereas
in the past, students could apply
for the Pell Grant without having in till inn the FAFSA form,
MacNevinsaid.
Aside from the University's
and state's financial business,
President Carol Cartwrighi
touched on the search fora new
provost
"I am disappointed my
aggressive time table tor the
search is unrealistic," she said.
"Hut, we do need to take the
appropriate time to find the
right fit."
On-campus
interviews
will not take place until after
May commencement, but
i artwright is encouraging
interviews In other means of
technology until then to have a
bettei perspective on possible
candidates.

CLASSROOM

Visit us online at
www. bgviews.com

From Pac;e'
obtain a grant to fund the proj
eel.

Bob Waddle, the assistant vice
president foi Capital Planning,
summed up the total cost of the
project as $405,000,
"Well, $285,000 of il was state
funding, then $120,000 of it was
university funding," Waddle
said.
Waddle has been a part ol the
process since the beginning.
"Its been something that's
certain!) been in the works

COALITION

The siroh Center was also
briefly mentioned by associate geography professor
\n Samel during the update
mi Undergraduate Student
Government.
"Why aren't students able to
vote on the Stroh (cuter when
last year they had the opportunity t" vote on the shuttle fee?"
he asked.
USG Senator Enoch Uu said
he thought -i vote for the center in April would he irresponsible on ust.'s part because the
members of USG have not been
able to reach all 10.000 students
to explain the pros and mils of
the center.
Vfterwards, Samel was still
contused as to why the two fees
were treated differently, with

From Page t
The main purpose ol the
protest will he to gel the right
to vote on the Stroh Center
In trying to enact a clause in
US( Is constitution.
According
to
Article
VII, Section 2 of the USG
Constitution, if the Senate
takes any formal action, like
a vole in favor or against the
Stroh (enter, their resolution
can he pui to a vote by the student body if certain requirements are met.
first, a petition must have
signatures from at least live
percent ol the enlire sludent
body. The Coalition is planning on acquiring i.ooti signatures by the end ol the week.
Then the issue will go on a
ballot and within 15 academic
days, the students will be able
to vole on the issue. The vote
will count only if 10 percent ol
the student body participates
in the election. Majority rule
will be in effect and the students will decide whether or
not they want to pay the fee or
get funds from a private inves
tor or University money.
And though the Coalition
and USCi may not see eye to
eye on campus issues, there
are 1JS(1 senators who still
agree with the idea of'watchmen.'
Senator Andrew Doepping
does not think a Coalition is
necessary, but said it is good to
have students actively involved
in politics on campus.
"I'm completely in support of
the (Coalition." Iloepping said.
Former Senate Speaker
leremy Lehman said during

Cartwrighi chiming in,
"I think it is the use of the fee,
and not the size," she said.
The discussion was left at
that until the next faculty senate meeting, where Cartwrighi
encouraged the use, representatives lo have a prepared
answer to Samel's question.

quite awhile," Waddle said.
However, not everyone is
excited aboul the new project,
or the money ihe University is
putting towards the new class
rooms.
BGSU Senior Scott Buchman,
a Business Administration
major, does not see the need for

the renovation,
I feel like I can effectively
work in groups without all of
this new stuff," Buchman said.
Would it be nice-' Yeah, but is
that where I think the University
should he putting our money?
No, not until they take care ol
other problems first."

Available for 2009-2010
with a S300 00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517E Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733.755,777 Manville
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bis lime involved with USG, all
Students were represented well
and USG bad the best intentions in mind.
"We did out hesi to represent students the best way we
know how," Lehman said. "I
wouldn't fault any senator for
being lazy at all."
One of the biggest controversies of the Stioh Center bad
to do i\ itb 19 senators not voting On Ihe issue.
Doepping said il was not
because the absent senators did not want to vote, but
because they could not vote
because the 19 of them did
not go to their required office
hours.
"I was disappointed the sen,
s didn't show up for something that was so major [even if
thej couldn't volel." Wells said.
"Personally, iis none of my
business where they were and
how they weren't there Ihuil its
not upholding their bargain as
an elected official."
And even though the
Coalition was formed due to
issues surrounding the Stroh
(lenter. t he new arena is not i be
main purpose of the group.
I he Coalition plans on
increasing USG transparenc\ In improving the faithful
representation of constituencies while informing students
about all issues related to USG,
including elections and policies.
" I he Stroh was a uniting
issue lo start the coalition
itself. This is an evolving pro
cess," Currie said. "The group
plans to continue on with use,
candidates and to make sure
the USCi election involves voters to be as informed as possible on all candidates."
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831 SEVENTH STREET-PetsAlkwed
Furn. Or Unljrn. One Bath 4 Hall Vanity
One Vear • One Person - $430.00 per month
One Vear ■ Two People • $490 00 per montn
School Vear - One Person - $4!0 00 per month
School tar - Two People ■ $56500 per month
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rlMm One Oath, hall vanity
One Year • One Per;;n • S4I500 per month
One Vear • Two People - $475 00 per month
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WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

2 Bedroom
Townhouses
• Deposit Special $400
■ Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
■ Washer/Dryer
■ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
■ Microwave
• Plenty of Parking
■ Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

3 Bedroom
Townhouses
• Deposit Special S500
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Slops
• Microwave
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

TOP CHEF
From Page 1
Making love, Italian style," was
created by a group of male students from Alpha Tan Omega,
who claimed they had no idea
what to make at first.
tiul Iheir improvisational dish
won over the four judges' laste
buds, giving them a unanimous
victory.
Hen Wesley, a freshman
Telecommunications major.
stepped up as ihe spokesman

319 E Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
Hours • Monday to Friday 8 30 - 5 30 Saturday - 8 30 - 5 00

1 2
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com lo watch our video coverage ol BGs
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blows it out of the water."

Tanning
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
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for the group, vowing to defend
Iheir title
"We'll he back next year,"
Wesley said.
Sharp shared the enthusiasm
and ensured the audience that
he enjoyed the KC experience.
"You have a great campus,"
Sharp said. "I was at Miami
of Ohio and It's okay, but this

FREE

Now Offering Free Internet

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.

THE BG NEWS
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i in Stuipjote with licshman Nicky Mordsski. junior Adam Zdvdl and senior Mictiael Umberl. while cooking in the Fakons Nest during the contest.
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organizations thrive

Exhibit #10: "Trans
Art: Visions of Gender
Diversity"
Union Gallery Space

despite economy

Talk on Medieval Childbirth
Rites
Shatzel Hall 101

"II they i,ml ghe hack
financially they're thinking
maybe they can give hack
As the economy continues to some of their time," she said.
worsen, more and more peoDiefenthaler said one ol
ple ate looking lor help, and the reasons the Red Cross is
many of them ate turning to doing okay is because the)
focus on emergency needs
nonprofit organizations.
She said people have less
Shirley Woessner. director of the li(l Christian food money to give and they ate
Pantry said last lanuary the directing it toward the most
Pantry gave away food to 190 urgent causes. (Ither agencies
people. This lanuary they ih,ii loc us on less immediate
helped .171) people, an almost
problems might not be doing
iitltl pen cut increase.
so well, she said.
Hie pantry is not running
lamie Fairbanks, assistant
out of food, though. While shelter managei for the Wood
more people are looking for County Humane Society,
food,
more
said his is one
people are "Even if we can't ol the orga
ni/alions no!
also
giving
it. woessner give as much at doing so well.
said the food
■
I le said dona
pantryhasseen |east We're there for lions to the
an
Increase
humane sot i
etj are coinin both volpeople."
unteers and
ing in smallei
donations this
amounts and
I bete are also
year.
"People do food drives a lot fewer volunteers because
over the holidays and alter more and more people are
the holidays they usuall)
trying lo gel second jobs,
Fairbanks said lie has no
let up," she said. "Well, the)
didn't this year. People tire idea what's going lo happen
just very giving. I'hey dig into ill the fill lire, but for light now
their pockets and into their the Humane Society is just
hearts."
trying to handle the money
Woessner said the food the) do have more carefully.
"We're trying to really watt h
Pantry has been around
for 25 years and, even with howweuseour resources," he
the economic struggles, she said. "Everything we buy we
thinks they will he around for try lo he really careful aboul
at least another 25. She said how it's allocated.
if the situation continues to
However, whethet they're
get worse they might have to doing well or just barely
adapt their giving policy, hut hanging on. Hill Thompson,
they will still be there lo give pastor ol the United Christian
something.
Fellowship, said all nonprofit
"Even if we can't give as organizations have one thing
much at least we're there for in common; their situation is
people." she said. "We can going to get worse.
"I hinkisnoi even the prop
give them a little bit even if we
get down to the bare'neces
er word." Thompson said. "I
sities."
know. We're jusi starting lo
Chris Dietenihaler, direcsee the problems.'
Thomson said most nontor of the Wood County Red
Cross District, said the Red profit organizations have
already raised tlicit money
Cross is also holding its own.
'1 think in these limes peo- lor the next year or two. so
ple are really kind of digging they will be ok lor a while, but
deeper, knowing thai B lot of the real effects ol the finanpeople are in need," she said.
cial crisis will come when that
Dlefenthaler said along money runs out.
By Hannah Sparling
Re,

Concert Band Performance:
University Band & Wind
Symphony
Kobacker Hall

Italian Club Meeting
Education 11S

University
educates on
sexual assault
By Tristan N.wrr.i
I he Post

Incoming Freshmen may have
an additional program on their
plate next year before they even
step on campus.
An Ohio University task force
on sexual assault is seeking a
federal gram lor an advocacy
program thai would force the
university to require a more
comprehensive mandatory education program for incoming
students.
Sexual assault isa majnrprohlem on campus,1' said Susanne
I lietzel, director of the Women's
( eiiier. I be problem is especial
ly difficult to manage hecanse
it often goes unreporled. she
added.
11 ic task force is currently looking to start an online education
program much like Alcoholfdu.
The program would replace
SexualAssaultEdUi a short program within AlcnholKdu. and
would take students about an
hour to complete.
"lite majority ol cases we're
seeing, perpetrators do not know
what qualifies as sexual assault,"
said Amanda Childress, assistant
director of I lealth Promotion lor
Sexual Assault Risk Reduction.
People who commit sexual
assault often do not realize they
didn't have consent, Childress
said, adding that alcohol is usually a factor in these cases. The
program is designed to educate
males and females on what constitutes assault.
The education program, along
with the advocacy program,
would he fully funded bya threeyear, renewable $300,000 grant,
fhe advocacy program would
work in conjunction with other
groups on campus to provide
services to victims immediately
alter a crisis, such as medic ai.
legal and counseling services.
The education program probably would not be mandatory
until summer of 2011, as the
school must secure the grant and
begin the hiring process for the
advocacy program director.

■

with monetary donations, the
Red t loss is also seeing more
volunteers than usual.

"The foundations just aren't
going to have an) money In
give out," he said.
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Chemists develop robot capable
of interacting with genetic code
By Max Behrman

(in. a fifth-year chemistry graduate student, said thai one ol
the researchers goals is to create

Forget R2-D2 and I -3PO
NYU
researchers have developed an
entirely different and exi Iting
kind of robot.
Vftei years ol research, a team
of chemists from \Mi and
China's Nanjing University has
created a two-armed nanorohoi with theabilit) to alter anil
exchange pieces ofgenel ic n ide.
Hie catch? Their device has to
be small enough to work on a
molecular scale.
Buill from DNA, the new
nanorobot measures approxi
mately ISO \ 50 \ H nanometers.
\nd that's liny: a nanometer isa
billionth ofa meter.
With this device, size really
does mailer: while one arrav of
molecules thai the device studies measures out to be 121) \ 50

larger arrays accessible to the
device.
"Ifwecangetthearra) bigger,"
(,u said, "that means more armon the .a raj and more information we can store."
do s,ud technology tends
to follow a top-down method,
meaning products continuous!) get smaller and smaller
However, their group utilizes a
bottom tip method, attempting
to make their arrays larger,
Vccording to Ned Seeman,
an NYU chemistr) professot
involved in the research, nanotechnolog) such as this provides "the capability of putting
what you want where you wain
iiwhen you want it there, and all
on the nanometer scale."
I hat manipulation of molecules therefore facilitates the

square nanometers, Hongzhou

conception ol new l>\ \ structures, allowing tor the manufacturing ol nevei before seen
synthetic materials
( omputei proi essors and
c in uitn c ,m also benefit fron
improvements in nanotech
nolog)'. \anomai hull's inside
computers could allow foi mon
hinary slates, al low inglordciuhle
the current computing speed.
I he new dc\ ice's arms, which
resemble two holes with a spai e
between them, reside within an
origami-like rectangular array
I he ai ins. called cassettes, store
different pieces ol inforn
while l)\ \ has previously filled
thai niche, other species sui l>
as proteins and chemical components could theoretically he
placed in the arms,
Mao Van. one rcsearchl
worked in the NYU lab, said
using the arms in a "controllable
fashion" I-.I breakthrough.
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"All students have opinions, but we want the students to have a say in what
goes on and correct misguided concepts of USG's vote on Stroh."
- Steve Currie, founder of the Coalition for US6 Reform [see story pg. 1].
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Do you have to be religious to be moral?
"I find that some

"Absolutely not,

religious people treat

morals are based on

people worse than

each person."

k
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Have your own lake on
today's People On The

some that aren't"

Street? Or a suggestion for
ALEXIS MOODY,
Freshman.
Theater

HEATHER BUSHEK.
Sophomore.
Theater

KATELAN MALBON
Freshman.
Communication

JOSH HAN,
reshman.
Health Care Admin.

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Who decided what was right and wrong??
Being a source of endless conflict and oppression throughout the millennia, it is no surprise that even in the modern
public sphere, religion remains a topic of serious contention.
Man's spiritual journey dates back to the earliest period of his
recorded history and continues in strong form to the present.
Perhaps the only thing consistent within all the various faiths,
whether they worship many gods, a single God, the sun or the
Karth, is belief in a certain code of conduct to guide them to

just, true and right decisions. In a word — morality. In honor
of being a week deep in the Catholic season of Lent, Forum
writers were asked to pen their views on religion and morality,
josh VVhetherholt and Joel Berry rose to the challenge, with
Josh coming to the conclusion that organized religion has
lost much of its relevance in determining morality and Joel
arguing (iod is a necessary and inseparable component to any
moral standard.

orality is an emulation
of God's disposition

1

Religion not needed
in order to be moral

"We live in an age where God is being
taken out of every area of our lives.

JOEL BERRY
i;iv. ;

You are an animal. You are an
animated piece of meat with
no purpose higher than your
own chemical drives. You have
no value beyond that which
those in power have placed on
you. All you can hope to do
is make yourself feel as good
as possible until your highly
evolved system shuts down
and you rot in the ground.
Some will find these stale
meats perversely liberating.
Others, like myself, find them
disturbing.
like it or not, this is what
science tells you when taken to
its cold, hopeless conclusions.
Most of us would be dishonest
in saying our Innermost souls
don't scream out to us this is
not tnie.
Fortunately, science has not
explained everything. Science
still doesn't know for sure what
set the Big Bang in motion.
Science still cannot explain
exactly how the complex structures ofa single celled organism
arose out of a primordial soup
and assembled themselves to
form life. And science cannot
explain where morality, with

... We are forced to look to our own
reasoning, building our concept of right

Since his dawn, man has
placed great importance on
maintaining some worship
or religion in civilization.
That is, until today.
More and more, it seems,
young Americans (myself
included) have consciously
takenorganizedreligionout
of their lives and replaced
it with science and logic.
They simply live and make
decisions in whatever way
they feel is morally right.
Let me say I am not here
to recruit anyone to my way
of seeing things, nor am I
trying to preach my own
gospel. That's not my bag.
I am, however, trying to
show the positive side of
my life choice in not having
religion, a decision which
comes under fire a lot in
our religious society.
For the better part of my
adult life, I have not subscribed to any particular
religion or creed. To me it
feels like sweet freedom,
because I have the comfort
to do what I feel is right or
wrong based on my own

and wrong on the shifting sand of our
own fallible imaginations."
laws thai seem higher than
those of man, comes from.
Vfes, there are many theories
suggesting OUT sense of morality is nothing more than a highly
developed social-sympathetic
instinct, but these theories
fall terribly Short of helping us
understand right from wrong.
If morality is a product of evolution, then it is as subject to
change and as highly varied as
biological life itself.
We live in an age where God
is being taken out of every area
of our lives. Today we are taught
logical, rational thought has no
room for the supernatural. As
a result, we become stranded
in our search for moral truth.
We are forced to look to our
own reasoning, building our
concept of right and wrong on
the shifting sand of our own
fallible imaginations. Does
every man really have the right
to define his own morality, or

are we accountable to a higher
power?
In reality, everyone believes
some moral views are more
right than odiers. If we didn't,
we would have no basis for
saying Hitler was evil or stealing from a roommate is wrong.
lb say one set of morals is better than another implies you
are judging them by a higher standard. Who wrote that
higher standard?
I believe morality is an imitation of God's nature and
therefore inseparable from
God himself. We did not write
it; we can only follow it, or
reject it to our own peril. When
the ultimate morality lies with
each man's own opinion, you
get anarchy. When the government defines morality as
unquestioning loyalty to the
See BERRY | PageS

personal beliefs rather
than what my religion tells
me I'm supposed to think.
I am aware I'm generalizing a bit and many
people disagree with their
religions on certain issues.
Still, a great many, if not
a majority, follow the dogmatic line every time on
moral issues from gay marriage to abortion and stem
celi research.
I am not saying there is
anything wrong with having religion; in fact, many
of my close friends are very
devout Christians. It works
for them and that's great,
but it's not for me.
I have given religion a
chance in my life and experienced a good amount of
Christian sects. I went to a
Catholic elementary school
and attended a Methodist
church for much of my
childhood. I lived in the
heart of the Bible belt for
my first year of college and
attended a southern Baptist
school.
I even dabbled in
Buddhismandhave thought
seriously
about joining another mainstream
religion such as Islam or
Judaism. Over time, however, I started to stray away
from blindly following any-

thing and decided I would
form my own opinions and
decisions on matters.

Something that has
always angered me about
religion in our country is
when people with religion
act as though something is
wrong with you if you say
you don't follow a religion.
For them, it's as though
without a set of rules and
guidelines to follow from
a being on high 1 am incapable of making a moral
decision on my own.
This is a slight which my
parents would take offense
to, I'm sure, having raised
me and ingrained me with
the ability to make responsible, moral decisions, lean
honestly say that despite
not having religion, I am a
good enough person and
usually, though not always,
make good, morally correct
decisions.
Many wars throughout
history have also been
purely on the basis of religious differences. Often
in direct violation of their
own teachings, they cause
horrific amounts of death
and violence and sometimes escalate to full on
SeeWHETHERH0LT|Page5

'Your body is a wonderland' and you deserve the respect
LAUREN WAITER

1JMNIS1

1 am responding to Monday's
BG News article, "Vagina
Monologues
returns
to
University for sixth year," in
order to take a look at how this
production represents a bigger
societal issue.
There are numerous dislorted
ideas about women's sexuality
in our world today and this set of
monologues attempts to serve as

a sort of "mouthpiece" to allow
women to share their thoughts
and feelings about their bodies.
Having seen the show myself,
it is obvious thai many of the
ideas and opinions the show
represents come from women
who have suffered deep sexual wounds inflicted by others.
Sadly, these wounds often cause
a sense of shame of the body
or one's sexuality. The Vagina
Monologues attempts to over-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

"A woman's vagina speaks very much to her
feminine personhood.... A woman's physical
body reflects who she is as a woman all the
way through - down to her soul."
come that shame, but unfortunately, does not get to the heart
of the matter.
Often in a crude and coarse
manner, the women portrayed in
The Vagina Monologues openly
discuss the vagina and their own
life experiences dealing with the
vagina. Consistently, these sto-

ries involve men, women or family members who somehow made
them feel as though theirvaginas
were somehow bad or that the
vagina was simply something to
be used so that others may have
their own sexual pleasure. These
perspectives represent a hurt; a
hurt inflicted by the extremes

of puritanical prudishness and
erotic lust. These perspectives
disintegrate the person from
the body, rather than integrate
them. Where is the integration?
Where is the balance? Where is
there rationality?
There is a better way to understand the female body. A woman's vagina speaks very much
to her feminine personhood.
Again, integration is the key
here. A woman's physical body
reflects who she is as a woman
all the way through— down to
her soul. She is the master of
her own mystery. She is the one
who decides to open her self,

emotionally, spiritually, intellectually, and physically, quite
literally. But again, going back
to integration, a woman is most
fulfilled and "herself" when all
of these dimensions are integrated in her decision. So what's
the main point here? Well,
ladies, your body is good and it
deserves to be treated with the
utmost respect, not in a puritanical way and not in a lustful way,
but in a respectful, integrated
way. Gentlemen, this applies to
you, too. It's not bad to talk about
See WALTER | PageS

■ E-mail us at thenewsce>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Awkward moments brought to you by Apple
By Scott Cohen

The Daily lllini

It's no secret that Apple's popularity amongst young people
has exploded faster than you
can say Feist. Students walk
around campus wearing those
whiteearbudsasafashionstatement. Aside from the fact thai
hearing loss will be a chronic
health problem for our generation, we breathe through our
Apple products. But still, there
are always awkward glitches.
I'm not talking about how your
MacBook takes forever to wake
up; rather I'm referring to those
awkward social situations that
our Apple products create for
us.
iSex. We all create those playlists that scream with anticipation for a bedmate. I've seen
your "Pure Seduction "mix, and
let me tell you no one wants to
listen to Death Cab whine as
you gently breathe in their ear
lobe. Oh, and my heart goes out
to that poor girl who lost her
virginity to a Dave Matthews
song. It's pretty much a rule

of thumb to nix anything too
cheesy. That means get rid of
"Your Body Is a Wonderland."
Also, if you're going to turn
on your iTunes, make sure
you've turned on an appropriate album because leaving
your music on shuffle can have
disastrous results. I'm sorry she
didn't call you back, lake, but
what did you expect to happen
after "Dancing Queen" interrupted your flow?
iParents. For those of you
who have an iPhone, you know
how Irritating it can be when
your friends say, "OMG! That's
so cool! Can I touch it?!" The
answer is still no, so stop asking me. But when your parents
ask, you are obligated to let
them play with the toy. They
did just fork over S200 so you
can read fmylife.com while
on the toilet. Today, my mom
was exploring the many features on my iPhone, and just
after she exclaimed, "OMG!
There's a Sudoku application!"
she comes into the kitchen to
inquire, "Scott, why were you
Googling Gravity bong sche-

matics'?" FML.
iVanity. Don't deny that
you enjoy the vanity of Photo
Booth. You spend at least 30
minutes practicing that perfect pose which flatters the left
side of your face. Don't forget
to pout your lips. Sepia effect +
cleavage - new Facebook profile photo. I was recently navigating a friend's Mac when I
got the brilliant idea that we
should take pictures. As soon
as Photo Booth loaded, my eyes
were immediately drawn to the
bottom filmstrip where I saw
pictures of my friend flexing his
shirtless muscles for the camera. "Oh! Don't look at those.
I'm just tracking my progress at
the gym." Progress? Are those
boxer-briefs from American
Apparel? Didn't I see this photo
on an m4m Craigslist ad?
iDance. When I'm walking on
the Quad with my earbuds in, 1
often wish my life was in silhouette so it wouldn't look so weird
when I dance. "My baby don't
mess around because she loves
me so and yes I know fo sho ...
clap clap clap." So as I'm bob-

bing my head to Outkast fantasizing about a colorful twodimensional commercial, there
is inevitably someone walking
toward me fashioning a similar
head bob "Friday nights and the
lights are low, looking out for a
place to go ... " Just before our
silhouette worlds collide headon, we notice each other's presr
ence. In order to avoid a crash,
we both step aside to let the
other pass. Unfortunately we
have both just stepped in the
same direction. So I then step to
the other side and, in a moment
of incredulous awkwardness, so
has he. And we continue to slide
back and forth as we simulate
a poorly choreographed iPod
commercial, as awkward as if
Andre 3000 was starring opposite Meryl Streep in "Mamma
Mia!"
Apple's innovation has been
progressive, yet still causes
some painfully awkward situations. I admit that I couldn't live
without my iPhone. but Pamela.
I swear that message was a typo.
I was asking if you had class, not
the clap.
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The Duke Chronicle

At the end of last week, the U.S.
government struck a deal with
Citigroup, essentially arranging
for the institution's third bailout in less than six month-,. This
is pretty depressing, because
it indicates that we must be
missing the boat somehow. Of
course, on the bright side, the
people who designed Citi's bailouts could submit all three plans
to Duke and potentially receive a
W credit for their efforts.
Beyond that, it occurs to me
that Duke and other universities
can also contribute a lot to the
bank bailout by setting a good
example. And that example
is to go on Spring Break. I've
been advocating an old-school
approach to the bailout for quite
a while now, but I just realized
that we need to go even further
back in history than the 1980s. In
fact, we need to go back to 1933
and the Banking Holiday that
newly inaugurated President
Franklin Roosevelt declared on
March 5,1933.

WALTER
From Page 4

the body, and I can understand
where The Vagina Monologues
is coming from on that. But, The
Vagina Monologues doesn't truly
empower women to love their
bodies more. It perpetuates a
confused, distorted perspective,
not one that seeks to integrate t he
person with the body.
Women, you deserve more. Do
not give up the gift of your body,
the gift of yourself if a man is not
willing to lay down his own life
for you. That is what you deserve.
So rather than fall for those men
who manipulate or even sometimes hurt you enough to give
them a gift they don't deserve,
wait for the right man who will
love you selflessly and will never
take advantage of you and your
body. That is a real man. (And
men, 1 know women can be just
as manipulative toward you. In
may not always be in an outright
sexual way, but in other ways.
And for that, I am sorry.) Rather
than cause division between the
sexes, let's work to unify men and
women. We're all in this together.
The Vagina Monologues writer
and actors may have good intentions, but empowering women
does not come from being crude
or proclaiming the distorted
ideas of women's sexuality. It
comes from seeking a solid integration of a woman's person hood
with her body. It should challenge
people to respect women for who
they are, not perpetuate the confusion about women's sexuality
in our culture.
The Vagina Monologues writer
would do well to scrap her script
and begin again. It's time for all
of us, both men and women, to
seek integration of the person
and the body and experience the
fulfillment it brings.

Roosevelt called a special session of Congress and imposed
a four-day bank holiday. This
bought time for two things to
happen. First, banks could focus
on puttingtheir finances in order
anddeterminewhethertheywere
actually healthy enough to survive. Also, Congress put together
legislation that arranged to close
the most damaged banks and
enable the banks that could be
salvaged to reopen.
1 think that such an approach
is worth a try now-not for all
banks, but for the really large
ones that are in the deepest trouble. Instead of calling this a bank
holiday, however, we should
definitely call it Bank Spring
Break. It would look bad to have
the bankers fly to Lauderdale or
l abo, so we should keep lliem
in New York or Charlotte for the
meetings with the regulators.
But we can encourage everyone to wear shorts and flip-flops
to work those days, and have
beach-themed mixers at night to
keep relations good between the
bank employees and the FDIC
supervisors. Sheila Bair and

"We need to go
back to 1933 and the
Banking Holiday that
newly inaugurated
President Franklin
Roosevelt declared
on March 5,1933."
Vikram Pandit could limbo, and
so on, to keep morale up.
To give the event a true Spring
Break feel, we could get MTV
to cover the whole thing. First,
they would close off part of Wall
Street (not getting much traffic
these days anyway); truck in the
stages, sand and inflatables and
create Bailout Beach. Then they
would sponsor some really great
beach-n-bank contests and concerts, and host hot parties with
all the top celebs. The MC, of
course, would be 50 Cent-to be
joined by other money-themed
performers and new stars like
Notorious S.I.V., Shrunken

Collateral and many more.
The highlight of MTV Bank
Spring Break on Bailout Beach
would be the following demonstration. I think johnny
Knoxville, or one of the other
guys from "lackass," would be a
good person to run this. We invite
Geithner, Bernanke, Summers,
heck even Paulson and all those
other brains behind the string of
bailouts to date, to a little pool
party. We'll have a big inflatable
pool labeled "Bank Asset Pool"
and in this pool we'll have dozens of not-quite-potty-trained
toddlers, dressed in cute little
pinstriped bathing suits, frolicking. The toddlers, naturally, represent private bankers. After a
while, Johnny would take a fivegallon bucket of clean water and
say "Here's the government's
bailout plan," dumping the
water in the pool. Then Johnny
would jump into the pool and
invite the regulators lo join him.
"Don't worry guys," he'll say,
"you just saw me fix the water.
Come on in!"
I can hardly wait. See you all
on Bailout Beach!

WHETHERHOLT
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attempts at genocide. Even
within a particular religion,
there may be various sects
causing much infighting and
violence.
I consider myself a person
who is very conscious of my
surrounding culture, and as I
becameolder I started to realize the relationship between
religion and war. I realized
the minute differences in
worship between Catholic
and Methodist Christians or
Shiite and Sunni Muslims
was not really a valid excuse
for the death of millions, and
I decided I did not want to
be a part of that just to have
guidance on what is morally
right.
I am not trying to preach
my ways to people, and that
is all I have ever really wanted from people with religion.
Unfortunately, that typically
doesn't happen. I've had people trying to push the "good

word" on me more times
than I can count, and it only
makes me want to avoid it
more and more.
I'm not saying I have not
envied religious people for
having the ability to just
blindly trust in something
like God or the church, but
when the day ends, I know
this indifference towards
religious belief is what is best
for me and for a lot of other
people.
I just wish more people
possessing belief in religion
in our society would accept
it for what it is, because a
great American named
Benjamin Franklin once said
"The scriptures assure me
that at the last day. we shall
not be examined on what we
thought, but what we did."

state, you get Nazism and communism.
The only reason we live in a
free country today is because
the founding fathers recognized
a divine authority higher than
their own. They recognized this
divine authority created all men
equal, and they did not dare disobey.
In the words of Charles Carroll,
a signatory of the Declaration
of Independence. "Without morals a republic cannot subsist any
length of time; they, therefore,
who are decrying the Christian
religion, whose morality is so
sublime and pure ... arc undermining the solid foundation of
morals, the best security for the
duration of free governments."
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Even Nietzsche, a philosopher
who dedicated his life to eliminating God from Western culture, understood the Inseparability of Christian morals from faith
in God. He said, "When one gives
up the Christian faith, one pulls
the right to Christian morality
out from under ones feet I he
morality is by no means self-evident. Christianity is a system, a
whole view of things thought out
together. By breaking one main
concept out of it, the faith in (lod
one breaks the whole. It stands or
falls with faith in God."
I believe morality is not defined
by the subjective whims of man. I
believe right and wrong is defined
by universal laws that reflect
the very nature of our powerful
Creator. Furthermore, I believe
morality exists only in obedience
to Gods words. God and moralit)' are forever entwined. To say

someone can have one and not
the other is a lie that will eventually destroy the fabric of morality.
If you think I am wrong. I reply to
you: "Says Who?"
It is a slippery slope to say
morality can be achieved without God. It may seem like a nice
notion that we can make moral
decisions without religion, but
when the Christian foundation
we have borrowed from our

anceso us wars away the picture
will become very grim. Science
doesn't have all the answers.
Imagine a reality where right and
wrong is defined as "whatever
each man feels like doing."
Today, the foundation of moral
law is being ripped out from
under us. Watch what happens.
— Respond to MM
tlu,iwws¥ugnews.coni

— Respond lo Josh at
lhenews@bgnews.com
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As we head towards spring break, U.S.
banks need to take a 'bank spring break'
By Connel Fullenkamp
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SIDELINES

BG playoff game sees change of plans
By Saan Shapiro
Reporter

Last weekend in their CCHA regular season finale against Miami
just over 9,000 Ohio State hockey
fans made their way into Value
City Arena.
This weekend about 8,000 of
those fans will be left out in the
cold and will have to follow the
game on their radio.
Thanks to the Ohio High School
wrestling state championships,
Bowling Green and the Buckeyes
will have to face off in the old Ohio
State Ice arena. According to OSU's
Web site the rink can seat about
1,000 and has standing room for
200 more.
Quite a downer considering the
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FOOTBALL
Bengals having an
eventful free
agency period

ETHAN MAGOC

The Cincinnati Bengals
have had a busy free agency

THE BG NEWS

MOVING FORWARD: Tommy Dee and the Falcons will head to OSU this weekend.

Buckeyes haven't had that small
of a crowd since the last time they
played in the old arena.
"Who wants to play there, you
know?" said OSU senior Corey
Elkins after their season finale in
Value City. "It is one of those things
you have to accept and go to grind.
Nobody wants to play in there."
The smaller venue might in fact
be a positive sign for the Falcons,
last time the Buckeyes played in
the old rink they were upset by
Northern Michigan in the 2007
CCHA playoffs in front of 800 fans.
The game was moved to the OSU
rink for high school championship
implications as well.
While BG coach Scon Paluch isn't
sure what kind of effect the venue
will have on Ohio State, he expects

the change to help his team.
"These are the types of buildings
all our guys have grown up playing
in." Paluch said of the venue. "It's a
great old venue that kind of brings
you back to when your were growing up asayoung guy.That sagood
spark for our team and a welcome
change."
Even if the Buckeyes earned a
first round bye they'd still be hosting games from the older arena.
The next two weekends at Value
City are booked for boy and giris
high school basketball.
Currently the OSU Ice Arena
has served home to the Buckeyes
Division One women's team and
men's club team. The women
have averaged around 700 fans per
game.

period, and it's only a week
old. The Bengals resigned
running back Cedric Benson
yesterday, unfortunately for
them, the same day that T.J.
Houshmandzadeh was introduced as a Seattle Seahawk.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to the BG

Pursuit of perfection
No. 25 Falcons looking for two more wins to finish undefeated in MAC

News Sports Blog for contin-

By Andrew Harner

ued coverage of your favorite

Sports Editor

Falcons sports teams. We'll
have a live blog from tonight's
women's basketball game
in Miami, and another live
blog from tomorrow night's
men's basketball game, also
in Miami.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's basketball:
at Miami; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1984—Nancy Lopez
wins Uniden LPGA Golf
Invitational
1970—Jacksonville is 1st
college basketball team to
avg 100* pts per game

The List
Today we're looking at the
NFL teams who have done
the most this past week.

Lauren Prochaska loves to feast
on Miami.
Last season, Prochaska
scored a total of 41 points in
the two regular season contests
against the RedHawks, and
in this season's Jan. 14 game,
she tied a then-career high 32
points.
The No. 25 Falcons (25-2, 130 Mid-AMerican Conference)
will be looking for Prochaska
to continue her strong scoring
efforts tonight as BG takes on
Miami (13-14,5-9 MAC).
Coach Curt Miller is very
aware of how his team will
be portrayed in Milieu Hall
tonight.
"We know we're walking
down there with a bullseye on
our back," Miller said.
Not only that, the RedHawks
are determined to break out of
a five-game losing streak that
dates back to Ian. 11 when they
lost to Northern Illinois.
Since then, the team has yet
to score their season average of
66.4 points per game, including two games of less than 50
points.
The fact the team is on a losing streak is also a concern of
Miller's.
"What a better way to get out
of a slump than to ruin BG's
perfect season and beat BG,"
Miller said. "AH of sudden you

right the ship as you head into
the MAC Tournament."
Not only would a Miami win
break BG's perfect conference
season, it was prevent them
from tying yet another MAC
record.
With their 25-game winning
streak, the Falcons have the
longest streak in school history
as well as the second longest
streak in conference history.
The only team that did better was the 1983-84 Central
Michigan squad that finished
27-3 including a perfect 18-0
MAC record. That team lost
in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament to Alabama 78-70.
With a win, Miami coach
Maria Fantanarosa can go back
to a tie with Miller for fourth
place on the all-time wins list
among MAC coaches.
After beating Kent State
last Saturday, Miller recorded
his 175th career win, which
gave him one more win than
Fantanarosa, who had been
holding the spot all season.
To get that win, Fantanarosa
will be relying on MAC Player
of the Year candidate Jenna
Schone who is averaging 15.6
points per game.
Schone has seen more action
than BG's P.O.Y. candidate
Prochaska averaging 37.3 minutes per game compared to
Prochaska's35.9.
Tonight's game tips off at 7
p.m.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
RED HOT: The Miami Redhawks will have to deal with a red hot Lauren Prochaska tonight

Some teams have improved,
some look depleated.

BG suffers tough weekend in Knoxville

1. New York Jets:
It's clear who the Jets' new

By Paul Barney
Reporter

head coach is. Rex Ryan has
brought in two of the AllPro linebackers he coached
in Baltimore. Ray Lewis
and Bart Scott, along with
Cornerback Lito Shappard,
make the Jets a whole new
team.

2. Kansas City
Chiefs: The Chiefs traded

PHOTO COURTESY Or BGSU RUGBY
POWERHOUSE: BG's Dominic Mauer drives through! a tackier againsl Navy.

for a quarterback. Matt
Cassel who should be able to
lead their franchise for years
to come, and they also got
Mike Vrabel. All for a 2nd

BG rugby team throttles
Maryland, ties Navy

round draft pick.

3. Washington

By Chriitophar Rambo
Reporter

Redskins: They showed
Albert Haynesworth the
money, and now they have a
force on the defensive line.

4. Seattle Seahawks:
By picking up TJ.
Houshmandzadeh the 'hawk
will have a deep threat they've
lacked for several years.

5. New England
Patriots: Bill Bellicheck
must be feeling generous
after dealing Cassel so cheap.
He'll feel even better with
Fred Taylor in his backfield.

After a long winter hiatus, the
Bowling Green Rugby team was
back in action this weekend,
throttling Maryland 62-5 and
45-7 while playing to a 19-19 tie
with powerful Navy. Although the
stalemate with the Midshipmen
was the first blemish on BG's previously undefeated A-squad, there
were few voices of concern to be
found among the Falcons.
"Even though it (the Navy game]
was a tie, as far as I'm concerned
it was a victory for us," said club
director Roger Mazzarella. "That
was first time we have even been
outside since November and they
INavyl were already playing their
fourth game of the spring."
The Falcons went into the week-

end without the services of AllAmerican's Rich Hines (still waiting for his broken leg to heal) and
Nick Viviani (out for the rest of the
year with ACL surgery), however
early on against the Midshipmen
it looked as though they had
picked right up where they left
off in the fall. BG wasted no time
in opening up a 12-0 first half
lead on the strength of tries from
Rocco Mauer and Ross Barett.
Navy responded late in the first
half with a try of their own which
cut the deficit to 12-7 at the half.
Navy continued that late momentum into the second half with Tim
Magnusson and Matt Hartsog
each touched down for a try as the
Midshipmen moved ahead 19-12.
See RUGBY I Page 8

After opening the season with
a 3-2 record, the Falcon Softball
team looked to continue their
winning ways this past weekend as they took part in the
Tennessee Classic in Knoxville.
The Falcons opened the tournament against North Dakota
State, playing each other for
the first time in program history. What turned out to be a
hitter's duel, the Bison were
able to come out on top with a
6-4 win.
The Falcon bats were aggressive early as Karmen Coffey, got
the offense going with a one out
single in the first inning. Coffey
would them come around to
score off of Hayley Wiemer's
first home run of the season,
giving the Falcons a 2-0 lead.
The Bison answered right
back in their half of the first
by scoring a run to cut the lead
to 2-1. They managed to score
another run the second inning
to tie the game at two apiece.
After three straight singles
to start the third, the Falcons
were able to put up two more
runs. However, the Bison
answered right back with two
runs of their own, tying the
game at four.
The Falcon bats were kept
fairly quite the rest of the game,
as they couldn't manufacture any more runs off their
remaining three hits. A run in
the fourth and sixth innings
allowed the Bison to pull away

ETHAN MAGOC i iHfBGNEWS
OFF THE MARK: Hayley Weimer Nt a
home run. but the Falcons had a bad weekend

with the win, dropping the
Falcons to 3-3 on the season.
Leading the Falcon offense
against the Bison were Wiemer,
Coffey and Susan Sontag.
Coffey and Sontag each had
two hits in the game, while
Wiemer went l-for-2 with a two-

run homer.
Game two of the tournament
did not fear too well for the
Falcons, as they fell to No. 8
Tennessee 18-0 in five innings.
Tennessee came swinging
early as they scored 11 runs in
the first inning, recording 20
hits for the game. Unlike the
first game, hits were hard to
come by for the Falcons. Missy
Bowman and Rachel Proehl
provided the only two hits of
the game for BG.
Due to poor weather conditions, the Falcons were unable
to get their remaining games
against Marshall and lames
Madison underway. Not being
able to play these games coming off of two disappointing losses did not allow the
Falcons a chance to redeem
themselves.
"I was really hoping that we
could get back out on the field
on Saturday and see what we're
made of in terms of rebounding back after a bad day," coach
Salsburg said. "That was disappointing as a coach."
In the two losses the Falcons
were outscored 24-4 and outhit
30-10.
"We just didn't play well,"
Salsburg said. "When you don't
play well it's hard to win."
The Falcons will be back in
action this weekend when they
head to Atlanta for the Buzz
Classic. On Friday the Falcons
will open the tournament
against Western Kentucky at
1:00 p.m. followed by a 4:00
matchup with Purdue.
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Cincinnati Bengals have busy week

KEVIN CASIY ! UPPHOIU

AlBEHRMAN I AP PHOTO

GOING: T J Houshmandzadeh left Cincinnati to play (oi the Seattle Seahawks.

STAYING: Running back Ceditc Benson will remain in Cincinnati

Benson staying put ir

Houshmandzadeh goes

Cincinnati backfield

to Seattle Seahawks

By Jo« Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Free-agent
running back Cedric Benson
decided yesterday io stay with
the Cincinnati Bengals, who
gave him the chance to resurrect his career last season.
Benson accepted a two-year
deal from the Bengals, who
liked what he did late last season and wanted him to stay as
their top running back.
Signing Benson became a big
priority for the league's lowestrated offense after right tackle
Stacy Andrews and top receiver
T.J. Houshmandzadeh turned
down offers to stay. Andrews
signed with the Eagles, and
i ioushmandzadeh chose to play
for the Seahawks. Cincinnati
also lost backup quarterback
Ryan Frtzpatrkkto Buffalo.
Benson visited the Houston
Texans on Monday, but chose
to stay with the Bengals in
part because they offered him
a chance to start. The Texans
were looking for someone to
back up Steve Slaton, who ran
for 1,282 yards and nine touchdowns last season.
Benson was one of the few
bright spots on offense for a
team that went 4-11-1 last season. The 26-year-old running
back will be the centerpiece of
an offense that's being overhauled to concentrate more on
the running game.
Benson was Chicago's firstround pick and the fourth
overall In the 2005 draft, but
didn't pan out and was released
following two arrests in Texas

game set. Leading the way for
BG was Dominic Mauer, who
manhandled the Maryland
From Page 7
defense for one try in the first
moved ahead 19-12. However, game and an astounding five in
just when it appeared that the the second.
"Dominic has shown that he
Fa Icons wou Id go down i n defeat
for the first time this season, has a nose for the goal line," said
Justin Rutledge rode to (he res- coach Tony Mazzarclla.
Also joining in on the
cue, barreling through the Navy
defense with a two minutes left action were Eric Nutter, Dan
for a try. A perfect conversion Brandenstein, Kyle Bonek, and
by Dan Brandenstein knotted Scott Wallace; all of whom
the score at 19, which is where scored tries in the first match.
Andy Kientzy and Andrew Batt
it stayed.
"BowlingGreen isa good team," each contributed tries to the
Navy coach Mike Flanagan said. second match, while Jeremy
"They come out hard, they have Hale booted three convera good scrum, play good team sions and Mitch Albers totaled
defense and don't make a lot of two. The Falcons, who are now
ranked 12th in the nation, will
mistakes."
The Falcons had a much eas- continue their southern swing
ier time of it with their other the next two weekends when
foes, the University of Maryland they travel to Georgia Tech and
Terrapins, steamrolling their Clemson.
hosts in both games of a two
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involving alcohol. The cases
were dropped in September
when grand juries decided not
to indict Benson, who was out
of football.
With their group of running
backs thinned by injury, the
Bengals signed him to a oneyear deal on Sept. 30. He quickly
moved ahead of Chris Perry for
the starting role, and rushed for
more than 100 yards in three of
the last four games.
"Cedric was recognized as an
elite talent coming out of college," coach Marvin Lewis said
yesterday. "His years in Chicago
weren't what he hoped for, but
he was able to give us a lift on
the field and be a great presence
in the locker room. He earned
everyone's respect, and we're
excited to let him continue to
grow in our system."
Benson finished the season
with 747 yards on 214 carries.
He also caught 20 passes for 185
yards. He had the team's longest run (46 yards) and longest
reception (79 yards).
With Benson's signing, the
Bengals will be looking to add
another receiver to replace
I Ioushmandzadeh. They also
need to overhaul an offensive
line that crumbled last season.
They also have to find a
backup for Carson Palmer, who
missed most of last season with
a partially torn ligament and
tendon in his passing elbow.
Palmer sat out the last 11 games,
allowing the elbow to heal without surgery.
So far. Palmer is doing fine
and is expected to be back to
full strength for next season.

By Gf egg Bell
The Associated Press

RBNTON, Wash. — T.).
Houshmandzadeh signed
with the Seattle Seahawks
after a stressful weekend during which the top free-agent
wide receiver weighed an
offer from Minnesota and dismissed his former Cincinnati
Bengals.
"1 never had stress in my life
— until this weekend. 1 was
waking up in the middle of
the night," said the 31-yearold Houshmandzadeh, who
caught 204 passes in the last
two seasons in Cincinnati.
Seahawks president and
general manager Tim Huskcll
called it "quite an ordeal."
Seattle's top wide receiver
last year was Bobby r.ngram
with just 47 catches. The
Seahawks had seven injuries
at the position last season and
slid from NFC West champions to 4-12.
Houshmandzadeh
has
had three consecutive seasons with at least 90 catches,
including a league co-leading
112 in 2007, when he made his
first Pro Bowl.
Seattle has had just one
90-catch season in franchise
history, in 2007 when Engram
had 94.
Ruskell said the team hasn't
ruled out retaining Engram.
but that seems unlikely.
Engram is 36 years old and a
free agent, and Seattle refused
to give him the multiyeardeal
he wanted last year.
Multiple reports say the

contract is for five years and
S40 million, with $15 million
in guarantees.
Houshmandzadeh willteam
with Deion Branch and Nate
Burleson, both of whom were
injured last season, in three
wide-receiver sets for new
Seahawks coach )im Mora.
Mora still remembers
Houshmandzadeh tying his
career high with 12 catches
for 141 yards and a touchdown
in Seattle's close win over
Cincinnati in Week 3 of the
2007 season, when Mora was
the Seahawks' defensive backs
coach.
"He gives teams huge
matchup problems," Mora
said, describing the 6-foot-l,
199 |X>und receiver's physical
play. "And he is known as one
of the finest route runners in
the NIT.."
The Seahawks weren't
expecting to make a big splash
in free agency. And Ruskell
said they expected t he Bengals
to keep 1 Ioushmandzadeh. He
teamed with Chad Johnson to
give the Bengals one of the
best receiving tandems in the
NFL since 2005, the season in
which Cincinnati had its only
winning record in the past 18
years.
The Bengals then surprised
Seattle two weeks ago by
not using their franchise tag
on Houshmandzadeh, but
on kicker Shayne Graham
instead.
Houshmandzadeh said the
Bengals made a late contract
offer to keep him — far too late
for him.

Check us out online at:

Mvw.fcgWeivs.com

MARANA, Ariz. — Here's all anyone needs to know about a most
peculiar West Coast Swing: PGA
Tour commissioner Tim Finchem
played more rounds than Tiger
Woods.
Finchem playedthree rounds at
the AT&T Pebble Beach National
Pro-Am, which has a 54-hole
cut. Woods only made it through
two rounds at the single-elimination Acccnture Match Play
Championship.
That was Woods' first tournament in eight months because of
knee surgery, the longest break of
his career, and it didn't take long
for the world's No. 1 player to see
what he had been missing.
He walked off the ninth green
at Dove Mountain during a practice round and saw the Fed ExCup
standings on a large video board.
Someone suggested that Woods
had better get a move on it or he
wouldn't be eligible for the first
playoff event at The Barclays.
Woods stopped and laughed.
Even as the top seed, he hasn't
shown up at the New York playoff
event, and probably won't this
year.
Alas, losing in the second round
only earned him 47 points. That
left Woods at No. 142 in the FedEx
Cup standings, right behind Colt
Knost, tied with Jimmy Walker,
one spot ahead of Kirk Triplet!.
Those are four names you don't
often see in the same sentence.
But this wasa West Coast Swing
like few others.

Four of the top five players in
the world ranking hardly played
the first two months of the season,
starting with Woods, who was
recovering from knee surgery and
awaiting the birth of his second
child.
Sergio Garcia played only 16
holes before he was beaten in the
first round of Match Play. Vijay
Singh played one tournament
before taking a one-month break
for minor knee surgery, and then
he missed the cut in back-to-back
tournaments before blowing a
lead to lose in the second round
at Match Play.
British Open and PGA champion Padraig Harrington entered
four straight tournaments and
played only 10 rounds.
Phil Mickelson was the exception, turning around his West
Coast by defending his title at
Riviera. He opened with a 63, a
score that was quickly forgotten
because of six words that Woods
posted on his Web site that afternoon.
"I'm now ready to play again."
The hype didn't quite match
the result.
Woods tied for 17th at Match
Play, the first time as a PGA Tour
member that he failed to crack
the top 10 in his season debut.
That put him at No. 117 on the
money list, his lowest position
since he was a 20-year-old trying
to earn his card through sponsor exemptions. Woods was 128th
after the B.C. Open in 1996, then
won the next week in Las Vegas
and everything worked out OK for
him after that.

Fill out the brackets in the BG News and

WIN!

IJHUtel blxSk^ft 4SUM^V
5 FREE 1 topping pizzas
(2 winners)
($64.95 Value Each)

DELUXE 3 BEDROOM, A/C
APTS

445 E. W00STER

By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

NCAA Tournament Pick 'em Contest

$500 DEPOSIT!
FREE INTERNET!
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352-0717

PGA Tour finishes up
west coast swing

Watch for the BG News

HEINZ APTS
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B08 AND BIB N. ENTERPRISE
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HIGHLIGHT: Tiger Woods' return was the highlight of the PGA's time out west.

BGSU sweatshirt
(2 winnets)
($40.00 Value Each)

3 foot party sub
(2 winners)
($39.00 Value Each)

Register now Online at www.bgviews.com for your chance to win the
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Man accused of fraud after
forging cadaver information

Rescue search called off
for three men lost at sea

By Mike Baker
The Associated Press

By Christine Armario
The Associated Press

CIJ-AKWATKR. Ha. — After three
days of combing 24,000 miles of
ocean, the Coast Guard yesterday stopped searching for two
Nil. players and a third man lost
in rough, chilly Gulf of Mexico
waters off the Florida coast.
Oakland Raiders linebacker
Marquis Cooper, free-agent
defensive lineman Corey Smith,
who played with the Detroit I Jons
last season, and former South
Honda player William Bleaklcy,
had been missing since Saturday
when their boat capsized during
a fishing trip.
Bleakley's father said he thought
the Coast Guard did everything it
could and that his expectations
lowered after only one survivor
was found Monday, nearly two
days after the four friends were
knocked out of their 21 -foot boat.
"I think they were not to be
found." Robert Bleakley said.
Coast Guard Opt Timothy
Close said officials were sure that
if there were any more survivors,
they would have been found.
Crews did rescue Bleakley's
former South Horida teammate.
24-year-old Nick Schuyler, who
managed to stay with the boat.
Scott Miller, a friend of the college teammates, said Schuyler
told him that on the first night, a
chopper shone a light right above
them and that later on, as they
continued to drift, he could even
see lights from the shore.
It was Bleakley who swam
underneath to retrieve three life
jackets he could find, along with
a cushion, a groggy Schuyler told
Miller from a Tampa hospital.
Bleakley used the cushion and
the other men wore the jackets,
Miller said.
But the waves were powerful,
and after Cooper and Smith got
separated from the boat, the college teammates tried to hang on.
"He said basically that Will
helped him keep going," Schuyler
told Miller, who said he had
known Bleakley since the sixth
grade. "The waves were just so

CHRIS URSO
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MISSING BOATERS: The father and step mother of Nick Schuyler. Stuart Schuyler. right,
and Jackie are seen at the Seminole Boat launch Sunday. March 1 m Clearwater. Fl The Coast
Guard was searching off Florida's Gulf Coast for a fishing boat carrying NFL players Corey
Smith and Marquis Cooper and two other men Will Bleakley and Nick Schuyler missing fm
three days in choppy seas

much. They never got a break."
He said searchers came across
a cooler and a life jacket 16 miles
southeast of the boat, but.saw no
other signs of the men.
" I think the families understood
that we put in a tremendous
effort," Close said, "Any search
and rescue case we have to stop is
disappointing."
ramify and friends embraced
and sobbed outside the Coast
Guard station shortly before the
announcement. They left without
talking with reporters.
"I'm sure that I'll speak of Will
like he's still with us for a long
time," Robert Bleakley said later
of his son. "He'll be an inspiration
for me for a long time. He always
has been. I told everybody, I call
him my hero."
Lions running back Kevin
Smith called Corey Smith "a good,
quiet guy, who always put in an
honest day's work."
Kevin Smith, a Horida native,
said he has been fishing off the
coast as far as the men were in
boats smaller, the same size and
larger than the watercraft that

capsized.
"The No. 1 thing when you're
out there is. you have to respect
die water," he said. "I know those
guys had safety vests. I'm trying
not to even think about it. That's a
tough way to go."
Quanerback ]on Kitna, a former teammate with the Lions the
past three seasons, said you never
expect something like this to happen to a guy you know.
"It's a reminder of how life is
fragile," he said. "Corey was a
great dude."
The four men left Clearwater
Pass early Saturday in calm
weather, but heavy winds picked
up through the day and the seas
got stronger, with waves of 7 feet
and higher, peaking at 15 feet on
Sunday. The Coast Guard said it
did not receive a distress signal.
Close said some family members asked about continuing the
search on their own, which he discouraged but said the Coast Guard
wouldn't prevent. The Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission may be heading out
today to recover the boat.

RALEIGH, N.C. — When a Ncfl h
Carolina company that collected
human body parts for transplants and other medical procedures was shut down in 2006,
federal regulators cited inaccurate paperwork and poor recordkeeping.
But new court documents illuminate a more malicious story
line: Federal prosecutors contend the company's owner falsified medical histories, identities
and Hood samples of harvested
cadavers to ensure the risky tissue could be sold.
Court papers accuse Philip
(iuyett Jr. of forging the age and
cause of death of cadavers he
gathered from North Carolina
funeral homes because tissues can be rejected for a number of reasons to protect the
health of transplant recipients.
Prosecutors claim Guyett's
Donor Referral Services Inc. hid
instances of disease or drug use
and say that if Guyett knew a
blood sample would be rejected,
he would submit one from a different cadaver donor.
Guyett faces three counts of
fraud. He has not been formally
indicted, but the "criminal information" documents from prosecutors can only be filed with
the defendant's consent and typically signal a plea deal is forthcoming.
Guyett has previously denied

By Milch Stacy

BARTOW, Fla. —An 87-year-old
World War II hero who has been
behind bars for more than eight
years for terrorizing one of his
ex-wives in central Florida was
sent home by a judge yesterday,
despite a prosecutor's claims
that he's still a dangerous man.
Abner Aust looked anything
but dangerous as he shuffled into a courtroom in Polk
County, east of Tampa, wearing an orange jail outfit and an
elaborate hearing aid.
The highly decorated flying ace who shot down enemy
fighters over Japan in the waning days of World War II, pleaded with Circuit Judge Randall
McDonald to free him so he can
get the help he needs for a litany
of medical problems.
"I'd just like to be out, sir," the
diminutive, baldheaded Aust
told the judge, who sentenced
him to time served for violating
probation and ordered him to
spend the next two years on
house arrest.
"I hope I'm not making a mistake," McDonald said.
Aust was "beside himself"
over finally getting out, said
his attorney, Ronald Kurpiers,
who had argued that the elderly
man was a national hero who
deserved to live the rest of his
life in freedom.
Kurpiers said Aust would no
longer be a threat to his ex-wife,
even after being convicted in
separate cases of trying to hire
someone to burn her house
down and have her killed.
Prosecutor Gary Allen told
McDonald that Aust should

"We need to give
him a chance to see
how the world has
changed..."
Janie Nicholson | Friend

go back to prison. He said he
believed Aust could stillarrange
for harm to come to two former
wives with whom he has had
disagreements over money and
property ownership.
"Rather than take action by
himself, he solicited others to
commit crimes for him," Allen
reminded the judge.
Both of those former spouses
attended yesterday's hearing.
Brenda Aust, the target of the
failed hit and arson, was visibly
agitated afterward and said she
was still afraid of Aust. Another
ex-wife, Doris Maddox, said she
also feared for herself and her
family.
"He has no remorse for anything, and it's sad," Maddox
said. "He has no concern for
anybody but himself."
Aust's longtime friends, Bud
and I,line Nicholson, said he
will live with them for now.

"We need to give him a
chance to see how the world
has changed in the last eight
years," Janie Nicholson said.
"We've got a lot of people at
church who are just waiting to
grab hold of him."
Aust was a 23-year-old captain from Mississippi when he
flew 14 combat missions in a
P-51 Mustang from the captured island of Iwo Jima to the
lapanese mainland in 1945.

131 Baldwin- 3 Bdrm - $1050
151 Baldwin - 2 Bdrm - $700
309 High St. 2 Bdrm Apt. - $525

Carona. Calif. Prosecutors say the body parts supplier falsified medicjl histories, identities
and blood samples of cadavers he was harvesting to ensure the risky tissue could be sold
for human transplant Court documents filed against Guyett. Jr. accuse him of forging the
age and cause of death of bodies he gathered from North Carolina funeral homes.

any wrongdoing. His attorney
declined to comment.
An arraignment is scheduled
for next Monday.
The new details renew concerns raised a couple of years
ago after Guyett's facility was
shut down and in a separate
case, a New Jersey company was
accused of plundering corpses
for body parts.

In the wake of those cases,
thousands of Americans who
had routine procedures like knee
and back operations were urged
to get tested for HIV and hepatitis.
More than 1.3 million procedures each year use tissue from
donated cadavers in what has
become a billion-dollar industry.

'Right to die movement sparks debate'
By Greg Bluestcin
The Associated Press

ATLANTA — The case against
members of an assisted suicide ring charged with helping
a Georgia man kill himself has
exposed a rift in the "right-todie" movement as key players,
including Dr. lack Kevorkian,
rush to distance themselves
from the groups practices.
Kevorkian and others active In
the movement have long argued
that terminally ill people should
be able to seek assistance ending
their lives, but only from doctors. The Georgia-based Final
F.xit Network uses volunteers
who arc not physicians as "exit
guides." contending such efforts
are necessary to help those who
want to die but live in states
where doctor-assisted suicide is
illegal.
"It just feels like something
that's so totally different from
He was credited with shooting
what we do — working with legdown at least five enemy fightislators, physicians and pharmaers and damaging three more
cists over the ethical way to do
in dogfights over Japan.
this," said Peg Sandeen, execuThe five confirmed "kills"
tive director ofthe Oregon-based
certified him as a flying ace,
Death With Dignity National
one of the last of World War II.
Center. "I'm concerned there's
Aust served in posts around
the world after the war, mak- j not a set of standards that are folingcolonelin 1963. He was sent | lowed that protect people."
Kevorkian, who claims
to Vietnam where he logged
he participated in about 130
300 combat support missions
deaths before going to prison
and commanded a tactical
in Michigan for second-degree
fighter wing in 1968-69. The
murder, is also critical ofthe netPentagon was among his last
work's methods.
postings before he retired in
"They're doing what they can
1972 with the Legion of Merit.
do within the bounds of circumDistinguished Flying Cross.
stance. I understand that, but
Bronze Star and other decorait is still the wrong way," he told
tions pinned to his chest.
Detroit's WXYZ-T'V last week
According to the American
Fighter Aces Association, Aust
is one of about 250 certified
World War II aces still living.
Aust, who is estranged from
most of his family, went to prison for 23 months in 2000 for
trying to hire someone to burn
down Brenda Aust's house.
While he was there, prosecutors said, he talked to a fellow
inmate about hiring someone
to poison her. He was convicted and got six more years.
He was released from prison in April 2007 but has been
detained in a county jail since.
Prosecutors say he violated
probation from his first conviction when he committed
the second crime in prison.
They wanted him sent back to
prison.
Aust said both men who
talked to him about harming his wife and burning her
house were informants who
baited him, seeking favor from
authorities.

War hero released from prison
after several years behind bars
The Associated Press

GLENN KWNIG

BODY PARTS: In this October 1999 photo. Phillip Guyett. Jr. is seen leaving an office in

H

John
Celmer
Committed
suicide with the
help of four others

paigntonelppayibegroup'slegal

shortly after Georgia authorities
arrested four network members
for helping 58-year-old John
Celmer kill himself.
The Georgia Bureau of
Investigation says the group may
have helped 200 people around
the nation commit suicide
by sending exit guides to their
homes to show them how to suffocate themselves using helium
tanks and a plastic hood.
The network says it caters to
people with incurable conditions suffering from intolerable
pain. Under the group's rules,
a medical committee must vet
each applicant's file, but a physician need not be present during
a suicide.
The arrests came after an
eight-month investigation in
which an undercover agent infiltrated the group, which bases
its wnrk on 'The Final F.xit." a
best-selling suicide manual by
British author Derek Humphry.
Search warrants were executed
at 14 sites in Arizona, Georgia,
Florida. Maryland, Michigan,
Ohio, Missouri, Colorado, and
Montana.
Network members say they
don't actively aid suicides but
rather support and guide those
who decide to end their lives on
their own.
"This method is so quick and
so sure and so painless," said

ECCA

lerry Dincin. a Chicago clinical
psychologist who recently look
over as president.
The network's supporters
are rallying to the cause, and
Humphry has launched it cam
costs, calling it a "test case."
"The day all Americans have
access to assisted suicide, I'll
trash my book, and I'd recommend the network should close
down," Humphry said. "But
until we get there, there has to be
freelance efforts."
Those efforts don't sit wel I wit h
people like Kevorkian, who was
released on parole last year.
"He does not agree with their
approach because there's not a
physician involved, lie believes
it should be a medical service,'1
Kevoi Han said through his attorney, Mayer Morganroth, And, at
the point where it's illegal, they
should be working toward having it legalized."
Assisted suicide is illegal in
most states, with penalties varj
ing widely. In Georgia, the Final
Exit Network members face up
to five years in prison If convict
ed of assisting suicide.
Oregon allows doctors, but not
regular citizens, to help terminally ill people kill themselves.
The state specifically outlaws
assisted suicide and allows doctors to prescribe lethal medication only to those with less
than six months to live. A simi
lar law takes effect Thursday
in Washington, and a judge in
Montana has ruled doctor-assisted suicide is legal thcre.though
that could be overturned by the

state Supreme Court
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Ohio sells bonds to pay for veteran bonuses
House Republicans supported the plan yesterday, despite
arguing that the bonuses should
be paid for by using money the
stale already has. Ohio is facing
a budget $7 billion deficit in its
next two-year budget.
"1 believe that what we are
asking here today is for the
people of the state of Ohio to
commit themselves to borrowing S200 million at a time when
we don't have the money to
fund our own budget," said Rep.
Gerald Stebelton, a Lancaster
Republican who voted against
the proposal.
Strickland, a Democrat,
has argued that the slate historically uses bonds to pay for
bonuses, including afler both
world wars, and the Vietnam
and Korean wars. However, the
rainy-day fund wasn't an option
then because it did not exist.
The governor has proposed
devoting nearly all of the $1 bil-

By Stephen Majors
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Ohio would
borrow S200 million to pay
cash bonuses to veterans of I ho
Persian (lulf, Afghanistan and
Iraq wars under a plan approved
yesterday.
Gov. Ted Strickland, who
vetoed a similar bill last year.
is expected to sign the latest version because it pays for
the bonuses by selling bonds
instead of tapping the state's
rainy-day fund.
The latest plan cleared the
Democratic-controlled Ohio
House in a 92-3 vote and gives
veterans of the conflicts S100
for every month of service up to
S1,000. The Senate approved the
plan last month.
Voters would still have to
approve the measure on the
November ballot because it
would increase the stale's debt.

"We don't have
the money to
fund our own
budget."
Gerald Stebelton | Republican

lion rainy-day fund lo helping
pay for the next two-year budget.
Democrats said yesterday t bat
using therainy-day fund for veterans bonuses would have led to
additional cuts in the upcoming
budget, possibly preventing the
stale from continuing a tuilion
freeze al state colleges.
Veterans of the Persian Gulf
war would be eligible for bonuses until the end of 2013, while
\ derails of the Afghanistan and
Iraq wars could gel the bonuses
up to three years after those
conflicts end.

Death row inmate makes appeal after
claiming not to understand legal rights
By Dan Sewell

"The defendant

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - A divided federal appeals court yesterday
rejected the appeal of a death
row inmate who argued he
didn't understand his legal right
lo remain silent before telling
police he set an apartment fire
thai killed five children.
William 1.. Garner appeared
normal and Coherent when officers read Miranda warnings al
least two limes before he confessed, thelilh U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled.
Garner also signed and dated
a form expressly waiving his
rights, lodge John M. Rogers
said in writing for the 10-jtidge
majority.
Garner, now 36, told police
he set the 1992 fire to cover up
a burglary in which he stole a
VCR, television set and other
electronic equipment from an
apartment in Cincinnati where
six children were sleeping. Only

lacked the ability
to understand the
Miranda warning."
on Moore ] Judge

one child survived, and Garner
was convicted of five counts of
aggravated murder.
Yesterday's ruling by the full
appeals court came after a split
three-judge panel in 2007 agreed
with Garner's claim of a Miranda
rights violation. Two judges said
then thai Garner didn't understand his right to remain silent.
Kelly Schneider, an assistant state public defender, said
(iarner's attorneys will appeal to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Cincinnati-based 6th
circuit has split often in recent
years over death penalty cases.
The court hears appeals from
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky and

Tennessee, with requests for
stays of execution or other death
appeals going to a randomly
drawn three-judge panel. The
loser in a panel ruling can then
ask lor the lull court lo consider
the case, as the slate of Ohio did
on Gamer's appeal.
In me panel's 2007 ruling,
judges said Garner. 19 al the
time of police confession, was
immature, poorly educated,
had low intelligence and other
limitations in understanding his
rights. That ruling said Garner
should be retried or set free.
lodge Karen Nelson Moore, in
a dissenting opinion yesterday,
wrote that the majority look an
approacji contrary lo Supreme
Court precedent.
"Under the majority's formulation, the primary focus is on
the conduct of police officers
and whether the officers had
reason to know al the time of the
interrogation thai the defendant
lacked the ability to understand
the Miranda warning," she said.
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House shows create ideal setting to focus on music
By Kevin Joy
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Twelve years
ago, Eric Rottmayer sat crosslegged with a tape recorder on
the floor of a dilapidated former
fraternity house.
Surrounded by a few dozen
others, he listened intently as a
ihen-unknown musician named
Elliott Smith strummed acoustic
tunes of heartache and despair.
Smith went on to release several acclaimed albums and receive
an Academy Award nomination
before his dealh in 2003, but thai
night he was just another guy
on the Columbus house-show
circuit.
"Everyone was just in awe,"
said Rottmayer, a longtime
musician at age 36. "For me, it
was a turning point in my own
musical endeavors."
House shows are similar in
many ways to small rock clubs:
Intimate and inexpensive, ihey
often feature unknown or upand-coming performers.
Yet the residential settings,
with their lack of clinking beer
bottles and idle dialler, differ
because of their intense focus on
one element: the music.
Wh ichexpla i nswhyltol I mayor
and his wife, Kim, open their
sprawling 1960s ranch home
once a month for live tunes and
simple socializing.
"We were gelling tired of going
out," said the 35-year-old Kim. a
photographer who spent more
than a decade of late nights with
Eric when his since-defunct
band, Tiara, played frequently
around town. "We've been to
enough bars to last 10 lifetimes."
Since )uly, the couple have
hosted three acts onceamonthat
their city residence they dubbed
"Metronome House" — a nod to
Eric's musical solo project, Eric
Metronome.
Performers play unplugged,
low-volume sets for 30 to 40 spectators. To keep neighbors happy,
the shows start and end early.
There are no door fees, no
agendas and no attitudes. A buffet of vegetarian snacks is provided free. Alcohol isn't served,
bul patrons may bring their
own.
Although Metronome House
performers aren't compensated,

LEONARDO CARRIZ0

second music group to play al the "Metronome House, in Columbus. Home shows are
becoming a common musical trend in Columbus. Homeowners Eric and Kim Rottmayer
open their door to musicians and the public once a month.

they benefit in other ways.
"People are more receptive,"
said Chris Sheehan, lead singer
and guitarist of the Celebrity
Pilots, a Cleveland rock quartet
that recently played there. "It's
more important — a captive
audience.
"And they've got the best bathrooms, no question."
Megan Palmer, a Columbus
fiddler and singer- songwriter
who has shared performance
bills with alt-country great
I.ucinda Williams, appeared al
Metronome I louse in August.
"It doesn't feel as pretentious,"
Palmer said. "People are more
willing to connect with you as a
person, lo take in your music."
The Roltmayersadvertise their
monthly events—complete with
their address — solely through
l-'acebook and MySpace. The
notices attract a curious mix of
strangers and friends, plus performance requests from bands
and musicians from as far away
as Oregon and Ontario.
At first, "We were kind of like
'Are we going to get some weirdo
people?'" said Kim, noting no
problems thus far. "Bul if we did.
maybe they'll feel welcome. We
want people of any age to be able
to come and be comfortable."
That isn't always the case at
house shows.
Other central Ohio house venues — which have operated for
years under cryptic monikers
such as Monster House, Crack
House and the Legion of Doom
— maintain a more punk-rock
ethos.
Despite publicizing their

addresses and concert information through online message
boards and on posters at record
stores, many house-show denizens are fiercely protective of
outside exposure.
"I think it's always been cliquish," said Kyle Siegrist, the 43year-old owner of Lost Weekend
Records and a fixture in the
early-1990s house-show scene in
Columbus.
"They're wary of people outside their scene."
The run-down homes are
awash in legend — including
supposed visits by Kurt Cobain,
Nick Cave and the Smashing
Pumpkins before mainstream
fame.
Eric Rottmayer, who played
house shows sporadically with
his former band, offers an atmosphere closer to a bookstore or
hip cafe.
"It's totally different." he said.
"This is a showcase for performers."
Because the Rottmayers own
their property, don't charge
admission or serve their own
liquor, the efforts are legal.
On a recent Sunday night, visitors mingled in the home's Ikeafurnished rooms, later settling
into couches, beanbag chairs
and barstools in the sunken living room.
Visitors ranged from 20-something hipsters to older adults.
One couple brought a toddler. A few kids (including the
Rottmayers' 13-year-old daughter, who "doesn't really get what
we're doing," Eric joked) listened
for a while, too.
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Program expected to 'bust clogs' in credit market
By Jcannine Avaru

"We should see

The Associated Press
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OBAMA TAXES: Budget Director Peter Orszag testifies on Capilol Hill in Washington. Tuesday. March 5,2009. before the House Budget
Committee heating on the fiscal year 2010 federal budget

Budget overly optimistic, Republicans say
By Stephen Ohlemachcr
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama's lop economic
officials yesterday vigorously
defended the administration's
S3.6 trillion budget against
Republican claims that it
contained overly optimistic
economic assumptions and
included stealthy tax increases
that could end up hitting most
Americans.
Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner and White House
Budget Director Peter Orszag,
in separate appearances on
Capitol Hill, stuck to the administration line that the president's budget would benefit 95
percent of working Americans.
Higher taxes for affluent
Americans would not come
until 2011 once "we are safely
into recovery," Geithner told
the tax-writing House Ways
and Means Committee.
"I'm confident this is the right
path for the country," Geithner
said.
But Republicans argued that
the portion of the budget that
would require polluters to purchase permits from the government for their greenhouse gas
emissions would essentially
impose huge new energy costs

on all consumers and businesses.
"The
president's
budget increases taxes on every
American, and does so during
a recession," Rep. Dave Camp,
R-Mich., told Geithner.
Camp also complained about
provisions that would limit the
size of charitable contributions
that could be taken by families
earning more than S250.000 a
year.
But Geithner defended
the overall proposal, saying
far more people would benefit from lower taxes under
the plan. He said the budget
reflects what Obama viewed
as "a deep moral imperative to
make our society more just. But
it's very good economic policy
too. It will mean there is again
a fairer, more equitably shared
tax burden on the vast majority
of Americans."
Orszag faced similar questioning before the House
Budget Committee.
"The new administration
has inherited an economic crisis unlike any we have seen in
our lifetimes," Orszag said in
defending the spending and tax
levels of the budget.
Some lawmakers challenged
the economic projections contained in the budget as far too

optimistic.
The budget forecasts that the
economy, as measured by the
gross domestic product, would
only shrink by 1.2 percent this
year and then snap back and
grow by a solid 3.2 percent in
2010, followed by several years
of annual growth of over 4 percent.
That's more optimistic than
most private forecasts, and
comes despite a new government report showing the economy contracted by 6.2 percent
in late 2008, far more than the
3.2 percent drop first reported.
"It looks like somebody's
cooking the books," Rep. Kevin
Brady, R-T'cxas, told Geithner.
"It does predict a somewhat
more rapid recovery" than other
forecasts, Geithner acknowledged. But, he added, "1 believe
this is a realistic forecast," even
if it does come at a time of a
still-deepening recession.
He promised the administration would "look at this with
a cold, hard set of eyes" when
it revisits its assumptions at a
later point.
Geithner also said the administration will unveil a series of
rules and measures in the coming months to limit the ability
of international companies to
avoid U.S. taxes.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

WASHING-ION - The government launched a much-awaited
program yesterday to spur lending for autos, education, credit
cards and other consumer loans
by providing up to S200 billion in
financing to investors to buy up
the debt.
If the program succeeds,
it should help bust through
the credit clogs in place since
last year and make it easier for
Americans to finance large and
small purchases at lower rates,
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke told Congress. That,
in turn, would help revive the
economy, he said.
Created by the l"ed and the
Treasury Department, the program has the potential to generate up to $1 trillion of lending
for businesses and households,
the government said. It will be
expanded to include commercial real estate, though that won't
be part of the initial rollout.
"There's a looming crisis in
commercial real estate whereby owners of shopping malls,
hotels, rental properties and
many other types of buildings

immediate benefits
to students... to
consumer loans."
.'rman
are unable to refinance or to pay
for new construction because
the (commercial) securitization market is completely shut
down." Bernanke said during an
appearance before the Senate
Budget Committee.
The program will start off by
providing $200 billion in It inns to
investors with the goal of jumpstarting lending to consumers
and small businesses, The program, dubbed the Term AssetBacked Securities Loan Facility,
vvas first announced late last year
and originally was scheduled to
start in February.
Participants — companies
and investors that pledge eli
gihle collateral to back the loan
-must request the new government loans by March 17. The I ed
will provide the three-year loans
on March 25.
"We should see immediate

By David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Senate
voted overwhelmingly to preserve thousands of eannarks in
a $410 billion spending bill yesterday, brushing aside Sen. John
McCain's claim that President
Barack Obama and Congress are
merely conducting business as
usual in a time of economic hard
ship.
McCain'sattempt to strip out an
estimated 8.500 eannarks failed
on a vote of 63-32. The Arizona
senator's proposal also would
have cut roughly S32 billion from
tile measure and kept spending at
last year's levels in several federal
agencies.
Last year's Republican presidential candidate said both he and

Obama pledged during the campaign to "stop business as usual
in Washington," and he quoted
the president its having said he
would go line by line to make sure
money was spent wisely.
The While House has said
that Obama intends to sign the
legislation, casting it as leftover
business from 2008. Spokesman
Robert Gibbs pledged on Monday
the White House will issue new
guidelines covering eannarks for
future bills.
McCain's proposal drew the
support of 32 Republicans and
two Democrats, and the outcome
reflected the enduring value of
earmarks to lawmakers. While
polls routinely show these |>ct
projects to be unpopular, local
governments and constituents
often covet them.
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lawmakers.
Under the program, the led
will buy securities backed by
different types of debt, including credit card, auto, student
and small business loans. The
' credit crunch — the worst since
the 1930s — has made it much
harder lor people to obtain such
financing, and those that do can
he socked with high rates.
Before the financial crisis.
banks relied on packaging such
loans into securities and selling
them to pay for additional lend
ing. That process had financed
about 25 percent of consumer
loans in recent years until the
tied it markets ground to a halt i n
()ctoher. the government said.
Anil Kashyap, a professor

at the University of Chicago's
Booth School of Business, said
the program should make
it easier lor consumers to get
loans. But he cautioned that the
Fed's involvement in this area
could have unintended consequences elsewhere by making other debt securities not
backed by the government less

attractive to investors.

Senate votes against proposal to strip bill of earmarks
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benefits to students, to credit
cards, to small businesses, to
consumer loans," Bernanke told
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The maneuvering came on
legislation to assure continued
funding for several federal agencies past March (>. At S410 billion,
the hill represents an 8 percent
increase over last year's spending
levels, more than double the rate
ol inflation.
Sen. Dan Inouye, D-Hawaii,
chairman of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, said
McCains call to hold spending
level with a year ago "doesn't
account for inflation." As an
example, he said some programs
would have to be cut if federal
workers were to receive a pay
raise.
The House passed the legislation last week, and Democratic
leaders are working to clear it
without changes so the president
can sign it by Friday.
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Cuban lieutenants demoted aftei
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By Will VV.iM.rt
The Associated Press

HAVANA - I-iilel Castro said
yesterday that two of his closest lieutenants had heroine
seduced by "the honey of
power," and hinted that they
were demoted because their
angling for leadership roles in a
post-Castro Cuba had become
unseemly.
The article Castro published
on a government Web site provides the first official hint (if
why two of the most powerful
and public faces of the Cuban
government were abruptly
removed Monday in Cuba's
largest leadership shakeup in
decades.
Castro sniffed at suggestions that President Raul Castro
is putting his personal stamp
on the government he inherited from his older brother a
year ago. He wrote that officials
sought his advice "even though
there was no law requiring those
who named them to do that."
And he said the "two most
mentioned" were too eager to
advance.
"The honey of power, for
which they had not sacrificed
at all, awoke in them ambi-
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BAGHDAD
—
Insurgents
attacked a main U.S.-Iraqi base
yesterday in the northern city
of Mosul, killing one American
soldier and striking directly at
the Iraqi command center for an
offensive against the militants.
The barrage underscored the
resilience of al-Qaida in Iraq
and other groups after repeated
attempts to break their hold in
Mosul, a dangerous city where
at least seven U.S. soldiers have
been killed since early February.
With the U.S. combat role in
Iraq set to end in August 2010,
Mosul represents one of the key
remaining showdowns with
insurgents. American military
planners have backed up Iraqi

tions that led to an undignified
role," he wrote. "The external
enemy was filled with illusions
for them."
The elder Castro did not name
names, but the highest profile
demotions were the ouster of
Foreign Minister I'elipe Perez
Roque and the stripping of Vice
President Carlos Urge from his
post as Cabinet secretary.
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SUDAH DARFUR REFUGEE EXODUS: Mohammed Bahreddme. 14. second right,
whose parents were killed when government forces swept into his hometown to chase out
rebels and who escaped on top of a truck when Arab militias moved in and went after the
Survivors, is seen at the Zamzam refugee camp in northern Darfur. Sudan. Thursday. Feb.
26. More than 26.000 people from the region of Muhajeria have arrived in Zamzam camp in
wcent weeks, fleeing fighting and Arab militias

Darfur escapees flood refugee
camp after soldiers lead invasion
The Associated Press

ZAMZAM CAMP, Sudan — The
tall 14-year-old's parents were
killed when government soldiers swept into his hometown
in Darfur to chase out rebels.
-Then Arab militias went after
the survivors. That's when the
teenager fled atop a truck piled
with mattresses and pots.
Mohammed
Bahreddine
arrived at this refugee camp
last week after a two-day jour-

1

ney, joining more than 26,000
people from the region around
the town of Muhajeria who
have flooded into the crowded
camp in recent weeks.
It's one of the largest single
flights of refugees in the past
year in Darfur — a sign how
civilians are bearing the brunt
of a war that entered its seventh year in February. At least
10,000 more people from the
Muhajeria area are expected at
Zamzam soon, camp leaders
say.
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up 10 S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
42 participants wanted to join BG
Weight Loss Challange! 12 week
nutritional program, tree prizes.
Cash SS awarded to winners!
Call to pre-regisler at 419-601-5179.
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.

1
5
8
14

Thompson of "Howards End"
Econ. agcy.
Of singers
Our satellite

15 I see!
16
17
19
20
22
23
24
25
28
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
43

Inspirational discourse
Covered walkways
Incompetent
Railroad employee
Hankering
P. Goss grp.
Signs off on
Money player
9-to-5 worker
Bus. letter abbr.
Actress Peeples
1945 conference site
Easter bloomer
Burn with hot liquid
Muddy
Ooze
Frightening shout

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

44
45
49
50
51
52
55
58
61
62
63
64
65
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33
38
39
42

Win HE

CUBA LEADERSHIP SHAKE-UP: A man leads Juventud Rebelde newspaper m
Havana. Tuesday. March 3. President Raul Castro's decision to oust powerful officials close
to his brother Fidel raised questions about who will succeed htm and how the biggest
government shake-up since he took power a year ago will impact U.S.-Cuba relations.

DIBENEDETTOSat 1432 E. Wooster

By Sarah El D«b
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American so Idier killed in
insurgents
attack led
The Associated Press
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419-372-6977
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Out of gas
Actress Demi
"Happy Days" co-star Erin
Opposing position
Cliques
Of the chest
Spanish house
Division of a polo match
Best policy?
_ Khayyam
Meat cut
To a man
Red Bordeaux
Sodium hydroxide
Contents abbr.
Dearie
Incise deeply
Mooing animal
Automaton of Jewish
Flower of Texas
Bind again
legend
Game setting
Face-to-face exams
Bonnie's love
Cicely or Mike
Visibly drained
Shrine at Mecca
Speaker of baseball
Concerned person
Lawnmower brand
Bursera resin
Some sloths
Cynthia of "Sex and
Tallahassee sch.
the City"
In place of
Held fast
Sign of sadness
Inflexible
Peeper covers

Previous spouses
Certain cash machine
Gerund maker
"All over the World" grp.
London hrs.
Gangster's gun
Garden company
Social occasion
Rodent burrows
Wagner heroine
Here, in Le Havre
Splitsville
Most likely

66 Mo
67 Middle Eastern nation
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.

\

.cntery

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)

Please call lor an appointment.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

1 BR apt close to campus.
S395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Avail now - Aug. call 419-708-9981.

426 E Wooster, Large 3 BR apt,
great location! Avail Fall 2009
$950/mo, util. incl. call 419-352-5882

LG 2 BR modem townhouse.
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings,
new kitchen & bath, garage, A/C,
$650/mo, call 419-352-1104.

12 month leases starting May 2009,
841 3rd - 3BR duplex. S945 + util,
837 3rd - 3 BR duplex. $900 * util,
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
$700/mo + utilities.
420 S College - 3BR house
$750/mo + utilities,
415 E Court A- 1BR triplex
$340/mo ♦ utilites.
322 E Court #6 -1BR. $460 incl. util,
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com

419-352-8917
1 BR efficiency apt, $375/mo,
& 1 room apt, $290/mo.
Avail 5/15. call 419-601-3225.
2 BR duplex, private parking & patio.
836 Scott Hamilton. Clean 8 quiet.
Avail. 5/1/09. $560/mo. + util.
Call (419) 352-1104.

426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm,

avail Fall 2009, $475/mo, utils incl
Avail now, newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR, each w/priv. bath & entrance
Close to campus, $1075/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981
Avail. August 2009. 3 BR houses,
218 Dill, A/C, W/D, DAV -$1000/mo.
220 Dill, W/D hookup, A/C and
dishwasher- $725/mo.
606 5th St. W/D, AC - $900/mo
219 N. Enterprise - $1400/mo.
112 Clay St. -$750/mo.
227 E. Reed, W/D, A/C, DAV -$900
Call 419-308-2458
Basement Apt., Near Campus
$350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

2 BR house with A/C & W/D
404 S College $600/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.

BG Apts. -818/822 2nd St.
2BR, C/A, DM.
$500-$510/mo ♦ gas & electric.
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com

2 roommates needed, 3 BR 2 bath
house near campus $385/mo. Incl.
util, cable S internet 419-419-9029.

419-352-8917

2009-2010

Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apis, for 2009-2010.
Great locations/low sec. dep.

3 BR apt for rent, recently updated,
small pets ok 619 High St, BG.
HURRY! Special - $625/mo.
Call 419-308-3525

Call 419-354-6036. 9-3 M-F or

3 BR units, 1/yr lease, avail. May 09,
4th S 5th St.
2 BR apis, 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09, 4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110.

Subleasers wanted: Now thru Aug,
4 room apt, will give $100 upon
signing (Ilex), Call 419-308-2192
Summit Hill 414 / 418 S. Summit St,
2+BR. A/C. garage. W/D, remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands,
Call 419-354-6036.
Take your pick, multpiple locations,
avail. Aug. 1 BR -$400/mo,
3BR -$800/mo, 5BR -$1250/mo
zoned for 5,6BR -$l600/mo zoned
for 6. Security dep specials.
Call 419-353-0325 for details.
Very nice 3BR house w/ W/D & DAV,
max 3 people, service pels accepted
$675/mo * util, call 419-601-0781.

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ lots ol
windows, like new!
$450/mo + elec, call 419-654-5716

3 BR, 2BR & 1 BR avail
Call 419-354-9740.

3 BR apt, 443B N Enterpnse- $550.
I BR apt 1112 Ridge-$350,
443 N Enterprise efficiency- $250.
Call 419-308-2458

Subleasers up to 2 people,
214 S. Enterprise, $290/mo
May - Aug. call 419-236-4642

Call 419-352-5882

CHILL OUT! win our
COOL DEALS!
$99- Deposit!*
FREE HEAT!

www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Pel & People Friendly!

HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES

NEWI Now Open
SATURDAYS 10-3

2 Orchard Circle.
1/2 blck from campus, near windmill,
4 BR. 2 bath, $990/mo. good cond
August 2009 Leases
227 S. College, 3 BR, 1 bath,
$975/mo. good condition.
129B S. College. 1/2 block from
campus, 1 BR, 1 bath, $375/mo.

Monday - Friday 10-6

Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www.lroboserentals com

(419)353-7715
'cetam condition* apply

Call 1-8O0-722-4791
Perrysburg Insurance Agency
seeks book keeper to process payroll, pay bills, reconcile bank & commission statements. Approx. 1 day
per week, $10/hr, e-mail resume to:
pin|obs Oholmail.com
Responsible person to babysit in
Perrysburg home. 4-7pm weekdays
& some weekends w/ more hours
during summer. Must have drivers
license & car Call 419-931-4319.
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11 Great Reasons
for Checking Us Out!
PEI FRIENDLY COMMUNIIY
MINU1ES FROM BGSU
AIR CONDITIONING

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

IriVYWOODAPTS.f
jfr 1 Bdrms./Studios #

*l

WATER/TRASH INCLUDED
UPDATED KITCHEN
WITH OAK CABINETS
DISHWASHERS & DISPOSALS

Reduced Rent
•k Near BGSU, private X
P patio/entrance, extra T
*T storage, pets welcome W
♦ short-term leases avail. #
♦ No Security Deposit *
«if vou movie in before aL
3/31/09.*
P 419-352-7691 HK#
•mL

HEAT/GAS INCLUDED
(HOI WATER, & COOKING)

Restrictions Apply*

SK.

LAUNDRY FACILITIES
IN ALL BUILDINGS
AMPLE PARKING/CARPORTS

$8 - $14+ an hour!
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE HEEDED ■ WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

24 HOUR MAINTENANCE
2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease

UPDATED BATHROOMS
REASONABLY PRICEDI

•*|¥»
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com ,-

(419) 352-6335
■ OWIING. GftSHN. OH
IGVH ■ ■'■
ENICH C
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